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Dear Mr. Chairman:
In response to your September 1, 1986, letter, we are submitting this report on technology
selection at the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). We have reviewed the
procedures INS uses to select various technologies, and we recommend the adoption of a
formal decisionmaking procedure for selecting technologies that we present as a framework
and that we believe has immediate applicability at INS.
As we agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report
earlier, we plan no further distribution of it until 30 days from the date of the report. We will
then send copies to interested congressional committees, the attorney general, the
commissioner of INS,and we will make copies available to others who are interested upon
request.
Sincerely yours,

Eleanor Chelimsky
Director

Executive Summary

Purpose

Enforcing U.S. immigration laws has historically been a difficult effort
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Searching for ways
to more effectively address this problem, INS has begun to turn more
frequently to technology to augment both its effectiveness and its staff.
The Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture
of the House Committee on Government Operations has expressed concern that INS may not be using the best possible procedures to select
technologies and that, if so, the process should be improved. Based on a
request from the subcommittee and on negotiations with committee
staff, the following evaluation questions were addressed:
How does INS currently select technologies?
Can a systematic method be developed for effectively selecting
technologies?
If a systematic method can be developed, how do current m’s procedures
compare to it?

Background

has a public service mission and an enforcement mission. This report
focuses on the enforcement mission of INS. GAO defined enforcement as
all field activities that seek to deter illegal entry. GAO categorized such
activities into six functional areas: detection, apprehension, transportation, detention, communication, and safety.
INS

defined enforcement technology broadly to include all equipment
(except computers and munitions) that are used to carry out the
enforcement mission of INS. The equipment included both advanced and
simple technologies as well as developmental and off-the-shelf items.
GAO

Results in Brief

found that although INS relies on technology to perform various
enforcement activities, the agency has no standard procedures for
selecting potentially useful technologies. Building on the literature and
on common practice in other agencies, GAO developed a seven-step
framework for technology selection and compared INS’S informal practices to that framework. In a detailed examination of 10 cases in which
INSsought to make use of technologies. ~-40 found a wide variety of
processes and procedures. Promising practices fell into categories such
as effective integration of field-user contributions and the use of advice
by experts in other agencies or firms. Categories of problematic practices are. for example. inadequate consideration of cost and scheduling
concerns, the quality of test methodology. and the dearth of information
GAO
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about the effectiveness of technologies after they have been employed
in the field.

Principal Findings
Current INS Procedures

Current procedures for selecting technology vary from item to item. The
INShas no defined, formal method of technology selection. Further, GAO
found three existing organizational practices that could interfere with
development of systematic methods for the selection of technologies.
Specifically, GAO found evidence of (1) interaction problems between
INS'S research and development office and program and field offices, (2)
budgetary impediments to the long-term planning,for equipment
expenditures, and (3) decentralized procurement practices that hindered
technology selection.

A Framework for Selecting
Technologies

developed a systematic framework for technology selection. It has
seven steps (and many substeps that are specific to INS). Identification
of a need (step 1) means that an operational problem warranting attention has been described. Describing a need leads to the identification of a
solution, or a menu of solutions (step 2). That is, the need must be
matched to an appropriate solution or to a number of different possible
solutions for further study and consideration. Often, the only way to
determine if any of the potential solutions identified is reasonable is
through development or testing or both (step 3) to see how well the solution works. Testing then leads to proper data analysis and report writing (step 4) which are followed by report review (step 5) by someone in
gposition to bring about needed changes. All the preceding steps lead to
the decision point of purchasing a technology (step 6); it is at this step
that major funds are obligated or spent. Finally, it is important to conduct periodically a postacquisitionreview (step 7) of the operations of
the technology, especially as these operations relate to meeting precisely
specified objectives.

The Strengths and
\veaknesses of INS’s
I’rocedures

GAO

GAO

used its framework as a basis of comparison with prevailing practices in 10 case studies of how INS actually selected (or sought to select)
technologies. The technologies GAO studied were an image enhancement
vehicle which is a mobile unit equipped with infrared detection technology; a low-level-light television system for the detection of undocumented entrants; an optimization profile for determining the most cost-
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effective mechanism for detaining undocumented aliens; a barrier project of fences and concrete barriers to present an improved physical
deterrent; a microspectrophotometer for the forensic analysis of suspect
documents; a fraud intercept task force’s equipment package that
includes microscopes, fiber optics, and photographic technologies; a
Convair 580 aircraft for transporting undocumented aliens; winter survival gear for use along the northern border during extreme weather
conditions; a “stun gun” electronic device for use on uncontrollable
aliens, particularly in crowds; and a data encryption standard (DES)
radio scrambler used in antismuggling operations.
All INS cases studied had at least one promising and one problematic
practice. In general, GAO found no consistent pattern of practices across
cases. However, several strengths and weaknesses were identified. Only
the exemplary practices and more extreme weaknesses were categorized
as promising or problematic.
The major INS strengths in one or more case studies include (1) fieldlevel input into the specification of needs and technological solutions,
(2) internal coordination in the selection of technological solutions, (3)
the use of expert advice in selecting solutions, and (4) management
involvement in purchase decisions.
The major weaknesses in INS’S technology selection include (1) the lack
of an organized systematic set of procedures for identifying and reviewing operational problems: (2) the nonexistence of a policy regarding the
selection and prioritization of technological solutions; (3) the inconsistent way in which expert and field-user opinion are involved with the
selection of technologies; (4) methodologically weak testing, especially
on developmental technologies; (5) virtually no postacquisition data collection and evaluation of technologies; and (6) the lack of a policy for
management of research and development.

Recommendations

recommends that the attorney general direct the commissioner of
INSto establish procedures. similar to those developed by GAO. for selection, adoption and evaluation of new technologies. The procedures
should be sufficiently flexible so that issues that are complex and equipment that is costly can be reviewed in detail lvhile issues and equipment
that are less complex or costly receive less extensive review.
GAO

Particularly important components of a system for selecting technologies would include
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a means of identifying operational problems that involves field-users as
well as technical experts;
. a means of identifying and comparing competing technologies proposed
as solutions;
a unit responsible for the development, testing, and evaluation of new
technologies;
a means of acquiring, analyzing, and documenting postacquisition
experience to inform future decisions regarding technology selection;
and
a central clearinghouse that collects and disseminates information about
new technology options, purchases, and use.

l

l

l

l

Second, GAO recommends that INSreassess its research and development
program and decide upon its most advantageous future. The program’s
management structure, resources, and role with regard to technology
selection, implementation, and evaluation should be reviewed in terms
of this report’s findings and recommendations.
Third, GAO recommends that INScancel or forgo the procurement of some
technologies. Specifically, GAO recommends that INS(1) delay or eliminate the development of between 7 to 10 improved image enhancement
vehicles; (2) not purchase the second microspectrophotometer for the
Laguna h’iguel document analysis unit; (3) temporarily forgo further
acquisitions of fraud intercept task force equipment and consider
purchasing only some portion of this equipment originally planned for in
1987; (4) not purchase an additional larger aircraft; and (5) sell existing
DES scrambler radios or modify current radios to make them compatible
with existing communication equipment. GAO estimates a maximum
potential savings of between $1.3 million and $2.1 million could result if,
after reevaluation, all procurements in question are forgone or
cancelled.

Agency Comments

Written comments were requested from the Department of Justice for
both INSand the Federal Bureau of Investigation. FBI provided oral comments. INS.despite an extension of time, failed to provide comments on
the draft report in time to be incorporated into this report. G-40 also
requested comments from the Department of Defense and the IS. Customs Service. Customs provided oral comments; DODdeclined to provide
comments.
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Introduction

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has a public service
mission and an enforcement mission, being responsible both for service
in facilitating entry and adjudicating benefits for legal aliens and for
enforcement by preventing illegal entry into the United States.’ In an
effort to perform these missions, INS has begun to turn more frequently
to technology to augment its staff. For the purposes of this report, we
define “technology” as any equipment that can be used to facilitate the
performance of INS’senforcement activities.
The Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture
of the House Committee on Government Operations has expressed concern that INS may not be using the best possible procedures to select
technologies and that, if so, the process might be improved. Based on a
request from the subcommittee, and on negotiations with committee
staff, the following issues were determined to be of interest:
l
l

l

Background

How does INScurrently select technologies?
Can a systematic method be developed for effectively selecting
technologies?
If a systematic method can be developed, how do current INS procedures
compare to it?
The INS administrative manual states that the specific missions of the
service are
1. facilitating the entry of legal immigrants and visitors and granting
them the benefits to which they are entitled,
2. preventing illegal entry and benefits to those not so entitled,
3. apprehending and removing undocumented aliens, and
4. enforcing sanctions against individuals who conspire to subvert the
requirements of controlled entry.
In this report we focus on INS’S enforcement mission. We define
“enforcement” as all field activities that in some fashion seek to deter
illegal entry in accordance with the Immigration and Nationality Act
‘Through the border patrol. INS IS also partlclpatq
m Operation .4lhance. a program developed
under the southwest border subconumttee of the National Drug Enforcement pohcy board In Operation Alliance. INS has been designated the lead agency with prima? responsiblhty for drug interdlctmn between pot of entry on the southern land border.
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(Public Law 85-316) and its amendments. We categorized activities associated with enforcement into six interrelated functional areas: detection,
apprehension, transportation, detention, communication, and safety.
Detection is focused on identifying (1) individuals attempting to cross
the border illegally (that is, undocumented aliens), (2) fraudulent documents, and (3) malafide intent on the part of valid document holders.’
Many of the technologies INS uses aid the detection of individuals, such
as the use of low-light-level television (LLLIV) to spot attempted illegal
entry. Technologies assisting in the detection of fraudulent documents
include microscopes and “blacklights.”
Apprehension refers to the capture of aliens crossing the border illegally, who use fraudulent documents, or have malafide intent. While
apprehensions can be facilitated by increasing human resources, they
can also be assisted by technology such as vehicles, items used for
undercover activities (such as vehicle tracking transmitters), and physical structures such as the proposed barrier project.
Transportation activities include the initial movement of apprehended
aliens to a holding center or a detention facility, the final removal of
aliens from the United States to the nation of citizenship, and the movement of INS staff during their performance of enforcement activities. INS
uses the gamut of vehicles for transportation, including the use of a
large aircraft to transport aliens from one detention center to another.
Detention refers to the short- or long-term incarceration of aliens while
they are processed or held for deportation or exclusion hearings. Few
technologies within INS are directed exclusively at detention. An example of a detention technology being developed is an “optimization profile”, which is a system to determine how best to place detainees in the
various detention centers around the United States.
Communication refers to the transmission of information along airwaves
between INS staff performing the various enforcement activities. Technologies currently used include handheld and car-mounted radios.
Safety refers to the protection of the INS staff performing enforcement
functions, or the protection of individuals staff rescue or apprehend.

‘Malafide mtent refers to a situation m which an mdlvldual secures an authentw visa while intendmg
to overstay the wsa or to work illegally. It also includes aliens who attempt entry by making false
clauns to either L’S citizenship or legal ahen status
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Examples of current safety technology used are all-weather jackets and
pants and bulletproof vests.

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

As stated earlier, the objective of this report was to answer the questions of the subcommittee relating to INS’s selection of technologies to
support its enforcement mission.3 In reviewing the technology selection
process, we defined technology very broadly. We did, however, exclude
computer hardware from our analysis since INS’S computer hardware
systems are the focus of another GAO study. We also excluded munitions
because of their auxiliary use.
In order to answer the evaluation questions listed above, we reviewed
the organizational structure and budget history of INS. This involved
interviews with INSofficials and data gathering at both INS headquarters
and field offices. An attempt was made to identify all the existing poli-

Table 1 .l: Three Agencies
Comparison Cases

lor
Agency
U S Customs
U S Department

Case study
Parcel X-ray machlne

Service

Mm1 eyesafe
(MELIOS)

of Defense

Federal Bureau of lnvesttgatlon

Table 1.2: Description

laser infrared

Triple stage quadruple
spectrometer

observation

set

(TSQ) mass

of 10 INS Cases
Case

Description

Earner project

Physlcal structure, lncludlng new fences and concrete barners,
currently
being consldered for two southern border patrol
sectors

Convair 580

Alrcraft owned by the detention and deportation
used matnly for transportation
of detainees

Fraud Intercept task force
(FITF) equipment

Equipment package, lncludlng mlcroscopes
and 35mm
cameras, used by Inspections Staff at some ports of entry to
assist In the detection of fraudulent documents

Image enhancement
vehicle (IEV)

Vehicle with mast-extended
Imaging device being developed
for the border patrol to assist In the detectlon of illegal entrants

Low-light-level
(LLLTV)

Surveillance system used by the border patrol, aids In the
detectjon of Illegal entrants

television

Microspectrophotometer

program

Equipment for advanced forensic analysis of suspect
documents,
owned bv the forensic document laboratory
being considered for pbrchase by another INS unit

and

and

.‘We revlewed rhe way m which ISS seiects te~hnoIo@es to respond to particular operatlonal needs
However we are not suggesting that technoloa 1s always the only or the optImaI response to needs:
rather. nonLechnolo@cal 5oIutions may also be appropriate This lsue 1s dIscussed m our framework
In appendix III
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ties, procedures and practices for the selection of technologies. Appendix I lists the central offices and field locations that were visited for
data collection.
We identified the technologies used, tested, or rejected by INSby conducting a survey of all INS regional and district offices, border patrol
stations, sector headquarters, and ports of entry. Our response rate for
the approximately 300 sites was 100 percent; appendix II contains more
information on questionnaire development and data analysis. We also
acquired a current inventory of technologies used at INS’Sforensic document laboratory and of aircraft belonging to INS (including those located
at the El Paso air operations center).
Our initial interviews and data collection efforts indicated that INSdoes
not have universally applied policies or procedures for selecting technologies. We therefore developed a technology selection framework for
technology selection and decisionmaking and tested it for applicability
to 1~s.~ Developing and testing this framework required a multistep
approach, including the application of the framework, through case
studies, to the technology selection practices of three other agencies.i
Table 1.1 describes the agencies at which GAO conducted comparison
case studies and the technologies selected for study. We also applied the
GAO framework to 10 case studies within INS.Table 1.2 lists the technologies studied at INS. These cases were judgmentally selected from the surCase
Optimization

Description
profile

Software being developed for the detention and deportation
program to assist in determining
the most cost effective
placement of detainees

Radio scrambler

DES radio scrambler used to provide secure radio
communications
for undercover antlsmuggling
operatlons

Stun gun

Nonlethal electronic weapon being considered for use at INS to
enhance the safety of offtcers and others in the presence of
vlolent aliens

Survival gear

Winter survival gear items. such as parkas and heat packets,
being used or considered for use specIfIcally by the Montana
border oatrol at Havre

vey information and from other information gathered during site visits and interviews. Criteria used for selection included functional
‘Throughout this report we use the abbreviated term “framework” to denote the longer term “technology selection framework” We emplo) this conventIon for the sake of brevq and eax of reading
“The framework steps and elements were developed 111accordance wxh our Standards for Internal
Controls in the Federal Government iKa.shington. D.C. 1983)
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enforcement area, type of technology (that is, off-the-shelf or developmental), cost, and stage of selection decision. Fieldwork (such as
interviews and data gathering at central office and field locations)
was performed between May 1986 and July 1987. Our methodology
for developing the technology selection framework is described in
chapter 3. This review was performed in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

Report Structure

The remainder of this report answers the congressional questions. Chapter 2 describes the current INS organization, structure, and processes for
identifying and selecting technologies. Chapter 3 describes how we
developed the systematic framework for better identifying and selecting
technologies. Chapter 4 gives the results of comparing our framework to
the procedures that were followed in the 10 INS cases.6(The detailed
framework is in appendix III.) Chapter 5 presents our summary, conclusions, recommendations and the agencies’comments.

“&C&
on the 10 INS case studm
Methodology Dlvislon
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Current INS Technology Selection Procedures

In this chapter, we present general information on the organization of
INS, the relative importance and use of technology within ~3, some current methods of decisionmaking at INS, various practices related to the
identification and selection of technology, and some current impediments to technology identification and selection. In order to answer the
question “How does INS currently select technologies?” it is first necessary to understand the structure of INS.

Organization

Figure 2.1 shows the general organization of INS. ohsintegrates line management and program management to support the functionally and geographically varied activities required to carry out the INSmission.’ Line

Figure 2.1: INS Structure
L
/

E Paso A#, Operaftons
Cen1e.

iPolky

Cenuai Offace
and Prograrr Gulaawer

‘l.nder lme management. the responslblhty for the accomplrshment of obJectlveS IS delegated to the
hne officers damp the work that represents the primary m&Ion of the orgamzatlon In program management. Ime or staff supe~~~x-s and employees are assqned to perform their own specialized tasks
or duties In a number of different functions or levels of responsibility for the accompbshment of
certam shon- or long-range programs At INS. program managers function as staff who help. or make
it possible for. the line management to do its work.
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management provides control, direction, and program integration and
is organized geographically into national, regional, and field levels. Program management functions as staff to line management and is organized around mission support responsibilities.

Central Office

The INS central office in Washington, D.C., is responsible for policy formulation and overall program direction. This includes the development,
guidance, and evaluation of programs and administration, and management support activities.
The central office organization includes various program and staff
offices. Program offices include border patrol, inspections, antismuggling, investigations, detention and deportation, and intelligence. Staff
and administrative support offices include but are not limited to the
office of plans and analysis (which includes the research and development group), program inspections, and information systems (including
the communications and electronics branch). Also under the direct management of the central office are the forensic document laboratory and
the El Paso air operations center.

Research and Development
Office

The INS research and development office was established in 1974. It is
important to consider its role in INSbecause three of our case studies
involved research and development. The mission of research and development is to support the administration and enforcement of immigration
laws by identifying and developing technologies that protect against
intrusion with a minimum of resources, help with case backlogs, and
solve various data storage and retrieval problems.
Since its inception, the research and development office has generally
operated with the director and one staff member who works approximately half time at INS headquarters and one or two staff members at
the field office at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. This field office assists in the
development of prototype technologies.
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The research and development office is currently funded with “no-year”
funds of $400,000.2 The office also receives some funding from other INS
programs, mainly from the border patrol, since the majority of the
office’s effort to date has been geared toward border patrol applications.
Funding is also sometimes received from outside agencies, such as the
Department of Defense (DOD). Likewise, some of the hardware used in
the development of prototypes or feasibility studies is actually provided
by DOD. In essence, it appears that the performance of research and
development at INSis made possible, to some extent, by the assistance of
DOD.

Regional Offices

divides the United States into four regions-eastern, northern!
southern, and western. Each regional office is headed by a regional commissioner who exercises direct line management responsibility for the
implementation and administration of INS programs within the regional
boundaries. Each region exercises a good deal of autonomy in its
operations.

District Offices

There are 33 domestic INS districts, each headed by a director who
reports to a regional commissioner. The district offices have responsibility for the execution of program operations, including the inspection of
persons seeking entry to the United States, adjudication of claims for
benefits and privileges. investigations of persons illegally in the United
States and criminal organizations and aliens, detention and deportation,
and maintenance of records. The district offices also have line management responsibility for the ports of entry and detention facilities within
their districts.

Border Patrol Sectors

There are 20 border patrol sectors distributed among the four INS
regions. Each sector is directed by a chief patrol agent who reports to a
regional commissioner. Sectors are responsible for the enforcement of
immigration laws within their geographical areas and perform such
functions as patrol, linewatch, traffic and transportation checks. farm
and ranch checks, detention of apprehended aliens, removal of apprehended aliens who agree to depart voluntarily. and investigation of
criminal activity related to the smuggling and illegal transportation of

IRS

‘“Tic)-year” funds are monry avallabk for obli~atlons corders placed. contracts awarded. w-wes
received 1 for an mdefmw time usually until the obyxtlves for whlrh the authonty wac made a\,aila
blr arr atrained
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aliens.3 Sectors also perform coordinated antismuggling activities with
the district offices. Each border patrol sector has a number of stations
assigned to its jurisdiction.

Use of Technology

From the results from our questionnaire regarding technology currently
being used, and from interviews with central office staff, we found that
IKS relies substantially on technology. Table 2.1 depicts some of the
items being used or considered.

Table 2.1: Some Items INS Uses or Is Considering
Function
Currently used
Detection

or Developing
Beina considered

or developed

People

Binoculars. terminals and software, Infrared scopes,
pocket scopes, ntght vision goggles, on-line data bases
(such as TECS). LLLTV systems, selsmlc sensors, burled
line sensors. magnetic sensors, radar, hellcopters

Image enhancement
vehicles. laser alming devices,
eyeball readers. license plate readers, flngerpnnt
comparators,
forward-looking
Infrared (FLIR)

Documents

Blacklights
Polaroid cameras. 35mm cameras, fIberoptIc
Illuminators. microscopes.
on-line data bases (such as
OASIS), mlcrospectrophotometer

Video transmitters.
readers

Apprehension

Bird dog vehicle tracking devices, body recorders, pen
registers. irntant agents, road grading vehicles sedans

Barners,

Transportation

All-terrain vehicles. aircraft. boats, buses, desert
four-wheel drive vehtcles. motorcycles,
sedans
snowmobiles,
vans

AlternatIve

Detention
Safety

Closed circuit televlslon

Leg weights.

Helmets. batons. bullet-proof vests. gas masks, shtelds
rlOt jackets. all-weather clothes, automobtle repair gear,
first-aid kits, metal detectors

Heat packets.

Radios. radio base statlons, repeaters, microphone
transmitters
microwave systems, pagers, scrambler
radios

Cellular phone. new radio scramblers

Communication

bikes,

photophones,

Infrared document

phone text encoder-decoders
aircraft

opttmlzatlon

profile

alarms, stun guns

Not all enforcement functions are equally amenable to assistance from
technology. One factor accounting for this difference is the relative
advantage of technology over people in effectively performing some
individual enforcement functions. For example. in seeking to detect illegal entry, the border patrol relies heavily upon a number of technologies

“Lm?wat& oFrations constitute the fu-st lme of defense agamst allens attempting to enter the
vlcmlty of the mternalwnal
~~nired Srates ~llq?a~~> These actl\xws are concentrated m the lmedlate
birders and are w-formed to deter or prevent illegal enrv (for example. by mterdlctmp ahens m the
border area before they can hecur? empkqment or b> causmg wrsons seekIng adnussmn to present
themselx es at deslvated ports of entry I Farm and ranch msmtlons are conducted by the border
patrol to check on laborers on farms and ranches. seeking the undocumented ahens who have avoided
drtwlcm at thv border
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that have detection ability superior to that of humans4 However, in the
detection of fraudulent documents, the skills of the inspector, including
good knowledge of immigration law, interviewing skills, and intuition,
are often more important to the success of the detection effort than
technology.

Current Practices

Overall, the use of technology is important to INS. However, INS has no
formal system, no standard procedures, for the selection of technology.
Furthermore, while some INS officials have indicated that an informal
process is followed, the lack of documentation that characterizes such
informality has made it impossible to verify or closely review this. However, our interviews and case study work did reveal that the process
used at INS is informal and varies from item to item.
Several current decisionmaking procedures and tools used at INS not specifically targeted to the selection of technology nonetheless illustrate
currently accepted practices and suggest possible application to technology selection.

Electronics Support Policy

The electronics support program includes a fairly detailed process
regarding the management of new electronic projects or the replacement
of existing equipment. This process is formally outlined in the INS
administrative manual and, according to an official in the communications and electronics branch, has existed for a number of years.
The electronics support program outlines the various responsibilities
accorded to each of the hierarchical and geographical levels within INS
for the identification of new electronic equipment needs and problems
with existing equipment. It also specifies the manner in which requests
for new items are to be made known and reviewed. By stipulating levels
of responsibility and chains of review for requests, this policy adds a
measure of formal internal control over communications and electronics
systems. The general principles of such a policy, we believe, should be
transferable to the identification of more general technology needs and
the replacement of existing items.
4These technologies and the technologies used to perform the other enforcement functions are paid
for b)- program funds. ~n1es.sthey are technologies m development (m which cm research and development contributes some funds): electromc or communications technologes (pad for by mformatlon
systems. specifically commumcatlons and electronics funds j: or vehicles (in which case program
offices provide funds to admimstration to purchase the vehicies throu& the L1.S.General Services
Admuustratlon (GSA!)
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The priority management system at INS was formally instituted in 1983
as a way of establishing the annual INS priorities and objectives, through
which the programs develop strategies for the achievement of such
priorities.
Priorities are established at an annual meeting, held in the summer
before each fiscal year, at which field and program management officials are asked for input on priorities. Once approved by the IKS commissioner, the priorities are provided to the various program managers,
who draft program guidance in response to these priorities. This program guidance then leads to the establishment of objectives for the fulfillment of each priority. Quarterly meetings are held in order to report
on the status in achieving objectives and to resolve discrepancies.
While most priorities are very general and the objectives rarely deal
with technology acquisition or use: they have. on occasion, dealt specifically with the use of equipment. Further, although the priority management system is not currently used for technology selection, an official in
the deputy commissioner’s office who is integrally involved with the
system indicated that it would be possible to make the connection
between technology selection and the achievement of priorities. However, for this to occur, the budget process as it is implemented at INS
would have to be modified. Specifically. the annual budget would have
to be linked with the system so that funds for technology would be allocated at this time. In this way (as opposed to setting priorities for equipment use without ensurance of adequate funds for such use), the
program managers would both be assured of funds for technology and
have explicit incentives for the efficient allocation of technology funds.
This might add more uniformity to the selection of technologies at INS
than currently exists.

Decision Memorandum
Process

The third decisionmaking tool we identified, which may have applicability to the selection of technology. is the decision memorandum process.
This process was instituted in 1982 for coordinating, implementing. and
institutionalizing policy decisions and encouraging employee participation in decisions. Decision memos can be prepared at any level in INSon
any matter requiring an executive decision or policy change and are forwarded hierarchically through a standard chain of review.
The commissioner determines whether the decision memorandum warrants further attention and determines whether it should go through a
full or abbreviated process. In the abbreviated process only executive
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staff members participate in the review. In the full process, the memorandum is forwarded to every district, sector, region, office of professional responsibility, and central office program manager for review.
Responses to or comments on the memorandum are tabulated and summarized by the program inspections office and are presented at the
bimonthly management team meeting. An INS executive designated the
lead responsible individual presents the decision memo for approval,
disapproval, or deferral at this meeting. If all attendees at the meeting
are unanimous in their vote on the issue, then the commissioner usually
makes an immediate decision at the meeting. If not, the issue might be
raised again at the weekly executive staff meeting.
Decision memos have generally dealt with such issues as staffing at INS
field offices, revisions to regulations, and changes in field operations.
There is no requirement that new technology consideration or purchase
be presented by the decision memorandum process. However, in at least
one instance, that of the stun gun, the decision memo process was used.
The decision memorandum process illustrates one method by which field
opinion can be gathered and analyzed to make decisions. As such, it provides an example of a potential way for INS to gather opinions from the
field regarding the extensiveness or severity of identified problems and
needs, as well as the appropriateness or desirability of potential proposed solutions, including proposed technological solutions. However, to
be used for gathering information on proposed technological solutions,
the process would have to be modified to include a step for the gathering and analysis of technical and evaluation information about the technology and to provide for a verification of the accuracy of opinions and
statements gathered from the field through a decision memorandum, if
such opinions and statements are expected to be used as support for
decisions regarding new technology.

Obstacles to Effective
Technology Selection

Along with the procedures and processes at INS that might help improve
the technology identification and selection process, we identified three
possible obstacles. Specifically, there is evidence of (1) problems in the
interaction between research and development and the program offices,
(2) budgetary impediments to the long-term planning for equipment
expenditures, and (3) extensive. decentralized procurement authority.
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An obstacle faced by the INS research and development office is the way
it is viewed by various program offices. Several officials at the central
and field offices expressed negative opinions:

The Research and
Development Office and
Program Interactions

the research and development process is unnecessarily lengthy,
some items being developed by research and development will be prohibitively expensive when developed,
. the interest of the office does not reflect program office interest, and
research and development focuses only on border patrol projects to the
exclusion of other programs.
l
l

l

Our intent in listing these issues is not to make a judgment about
whether these are true statements or not but, rather, to show that there
are some problems between research and development and other IKS
offices that can get in the way of an effective technology selection process and, therefore, should be addressed.
In 1980, there was a proposal to establish a research and development
steering committee. This proposal included a plan for reviewing current
projects and initiating new projects based on a system of priorities. It
also included provisions for the use of formally stated procedures when
initiating and reviewing research and development projects. The proposal was never accepted by INSmanagement.
While we were unable to ascertain the reasons why the proposal was
never accepted, it nonetheless remains true that INS has no formal policy
regarding the function, role, or internal management of the research and
development program or process, When this is coupled with the fact
that the office consists of only three to four persons and has a limited
budget, it becomes clear that if it is to act as the locus for research and
development management (including the selection of developmental
technology), then the office. its staff size, and mission and INS policies
with regard to its functioning should be reassessed and rationalized.

Budgetary Impediments

Budgetary practices related to new technology purchases include the
role and authority of nonprogram offices in the expenditure of certain
funds, and reallocation of funds as well as the lack of funds dedicated
specifically to technology purchases. These practices appear to constitute barriers affecting the ability of INSprogram managers to plan for
equipment purchases.
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In certain cases, funds supporting program operations of one INS office
are appropriated to another office. For example, funds for border patrol
equipment purchases, replacement, and maintenance, other than for
vehicles, actually are appropriated to the central office of information
systems. From these funds, the communications and electronics branch
is given certain amounts to be used in support of the border patrol program to purchase communications and electronics equipment. This
includes funds for all radios, sensors, and imaging systems such as the
low-light-level television systems and infrared scopes.
Consequently, the border patrol central office, which is responsible for
determining the field resources that are needed, must request that communications and electronics actually spend funds for such items. If the
border patrol chose to purchase these items from its own funds, it would
have to use funds from the vehicle account or some other account, since
it has no funds specifically earmarked for purchases of communication
or electronic equipment. The assistant commissioner for the border
patrol has indicated that many of the problems experienced with equipment purchases (as a result of communications and electronics funds
being reallocated, for example) might be resolved if the border patrol
received these funds directly. This would enable the program that represents the users to have more direct control over the manner in which
these funds are spent. However, if programs, in general. are given this
authority, communications and electronics expertise and approval
should be obtained prior to the purchase of this equipment in order to
ensure compatibility with other communication and electronic
equipment.

The Reallocation of Funds

The practice of reallocating funds has often caused equipment purchase
delays and problems. One high-level INS official indicated that purchase
of smaller equipment items not included in advance procurement plans
is often delayed because funds that might have been used for such
purchases are actually used for other purposes.;
While reallocation may be necessary and justified in some instances. we
noted in at least one instance when this interfered with the successful

“The advancr procurement plan Includes [terns costmg more than S~O0.000 Very llttlc 1N.i rqulpmem
other than automated data processmg systems. vehicles. and large-volume purchaws falls Into this
categq
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purchase of equipment. In some years, funds appropriated to information systems, and subsequently allocated to communications and electronics for the support of border patrol operations, have been
reallocated within information systems to support other acquisitions.
More specifically, in 1986, a large percentage of the budget, was reallocated to cover automated data processing equipment cost overruns.
maintenance, and operation. In this case, of the money allocated for the
purchase of mobile radios for the border patrol, approximately only one
third was actually available.
Since equipment items costing less than $500,000 are not included in the
advance procurement plan, and since funds allocated for equipment
purchases have, on occasion, been reallocated, long-term planning for
equipment purchases is currently difficult at INS. One high-level official
indicated that at least for equipment with known life cycles (such as
radios), earmarking and preventing reallocation of such funds would
enhance the ability to plan for such equipment purchases.
Decentralized

Authority

Procurement

As we stated earlier, INSintegrates line and program management to perform its operations. The central office is generally the hub of program
management, providing staff assistance to the line managers but the
regions maintain a great deal of autonomy.
This autonomy also pertains to the authority to purchase goods and services. In general, regional offices have unlimited authority to purchase
equipment, restricted only in terms of certain items identified in the INS
administrative manual (firearms, data processing equipment, communications items for new requirements or costing more than $25.000, and so
on). The other exception to regional authority is that, like central office
purchases, if a sole-source item costs $50.000 or more and is not on the
GSA contract. or is competitive and costs $100.000 or more, the procurement action must be reviewed by the Department of Justice (DOJ) office
of procurement executive.
recently established a new policy regarding the delegation of procurement authority within regions, apparently in response to a previous
W).Jprocurement management review that determined that INS was not
in compliance Lvith all applicable acquisition regulations. According to
the new ISS policy. each region is establishing its own guidelines and
levels of procurement authority with respect to district offices and sectors within its jurisdiction. This authority (which was not yet fully
established during our re\view) includes $2.5.000 to field units in at least
INS
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one region; further, it includes the authority to vary procurement dollar
limits accorded to each field office within each region.
This could pose special problems for even a sound technology selection
process. Since the regions have fairly extensive procurement authority,
and since they further vest their field units with authority up to
$25,000 (with certain restrictions), it is conceivable that inappropriate
technology selections may be made. Specifically, the ability of field units
to purchase items below certain dollar thresholds without higher
approval may be appropriate for some items while leading to the selection of equipment that other field units have already discovered to be
inappropriate or ineffective when there is no clearinghouse for new
technology purchases. Further, if central office program managers do
not have the authority to approve or disapprove equipment purchases,
and if they are not even informed of such purchases, it is hard to see
how they can be held accountable for ensuring that the field carries out
INS’S priorities and policies and for determining the overall nature of the
enforcement program, since technology use is, in some instances, related
to program priorities and policies. Some mechanism for communication
among various offices, especially between the central office and field
offices, would facilitate the technology selection process.

Summary

In this chapter, we have described the organization and structure of INS
and discussed our findings regarding the lack of a systematic process
within INS for selecting technologies. We also discussed three mechanisms that are currently being used by INS and that could help improve
the selection process if expanded more generally to the technology area,
and we discussed some obstacles to effective technology selection.
The locus of the process for selecting technologies in development-that
is, the research and development office-is weak, the budget process
often works against efficient technology selection, and decentralized
procurement authority may lead to duplication and waste. Given these
obstacles. we believe that even if INS had an established process for
making decisions regarding new technology, these obstacles could prevent it from working effectively.
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A Framework for Selecting Technologies

Our intent in this chapter is to describe how we developed a framework
in response to the question, “Can a systematic method be developed for
effectively selecting technologies ?” The aim of our framework development was to produce a set of logical steps that would apply to almost
any setting where technologies must be selected and a series of substeps
specific to INS. The maor steps we arrived at are given near the end of
this chapter; the full framework with its substeps is given in appendix
III.

Early Framework
Development

Arriving at a final framework was an iterative process, as is depicted in
figure 3.1. Several versions of the framework were developed, each
moving us along the path from theory to practice. We used this stepwise
process to ensure that we would consider all the relevant theoretical
aspects of technology selection as well as the more pragmatic considerations of whether we could develop a framework usable by federal agencies in general and INS in particular. Our various versions of the
framework also provided us with a method by which to structure our
data collection activities. While thus used to enhance the consistency of
our data collection efforts, they were also developed as a thmretical
(and, for the final framework, an operational) depiction of the decisionmaking process that can be used to select technologies.

Theoretical Foundation

During our review of the available literature dealing with the selection
of technologies and performance of technological research and development, we found that there is no established or generally agreed-upon
method for the selection of technologies, although preferred general
research principles and decisionmaking practices have been discussed
and delineated by several authors.’ We also reviewed relevant reports of
our own dealing specifically with technology acquisition and testing at
federal agencies, including DOD. These approaches include the application of systems analysis or a systems approach to the process associated

* SY the hsr of selected references conmned at the end of this report
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Figure 3.1: How We Developed Our
Technology Selection Framework
Develop
Framework
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with the selection of new technologies or, in general, to the process used
to make decisions, whether in relation to the acquisition of new technology or some other matter.?
We reviewed the theoretical and applied literature related to the application of systems theory to the decisionmaking process and incorporated generally agreed-upon principles for sound evaluations (that is,
principles of evaluation design, data analysis, interpretation, and so on)
to develop the framework. Since this framework was basically theoretical, we proceeded to the next step of its development, which was
intended to determine whether the framework could be applied in the
federal environment.

Testing at Comparison
Agencies

After the technology selection framework was developed, we applied it,
through case studies, to the formal technology selection policies and the
decisionmaking process used for the selection of one technology at each
of three other agencies-namely, the U.S. Customs Service (Customs),
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and DOD. We selected these
agencies for comparison because of the similarity of some of their
enforcement functions and technologies with those of INS. For example,
DOD resembles INSin its need to identify targets, FBI resembles INS in its
need to develop intelligence and forensic information, and Customs
resembles INS in its need to identify smuggled objects or illegal entrants.
As we showed in table 1.1, the specific technologies we reviewed were
l

l

l

at DOD, the MELIOS eyesafe rangefinder being developed by the night
vision lab at Fort Belvoir;
at Customs, an x-ray machine for the inspection of parcels developed
with the support of the research and development division within the
office of enforcement support; and
at FBI, the triple stage quadruple
mass spectrometer requested by
the scientific analysis section of the laboratory division.3
(TSQ)

‘In general. by “systems analysis” or “approach” we mean a method by which a problem and I&
solutions are determmed and structured by the performance of cem
specified, logcal steps
,‘We also revlewd the formal pohcles established bv the FBI engineering section related to the selec
tlon of equipment or research and development projects. but we did not rewew a case withm this
section
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The criteria we used to select the particular case at each agency
included the resemblance of the equipment and its functions to equipment currently used by INSor functions performed by INS and the exemplary nature of the case. In coordination with these three agencies, we
chose cases that would reflect “good examples” of technology selection
and that would provide us with the greatest amount of documentation
and information possible regarding the decisionmaking process. This
selection of a nonrepresentative case was appropriate since, in the performance of these case studies using the application of our preliminary
framework, we were attempting to refine the framework by identifying
practices that should either be added to or deleted from the framework,
based on a synthesis of the information gathered from these 3 cases. We
believed our identification of promising practices would be enhanced by
selecting and reviewing what staff at the agencies considered an exemplary case.

Findings From the
Comparison Agencies

The review of the cases at these agencies provided us with practical
knowledge about our framework’s organization and content. We found
some areas in which the framework was overly detailed, in that it
included substeps that were not relevant to any decisionmaking process
used at any of these agencies. In such cases, we omitted the substeps in
the framework. However, we also found that many of the framework
steps and substeps were reasonable, based on the existence of these
practices at all or several of the agencies. As such, much of the framework remained intact, with minor modifications in wording, structure or
content. Finally, we identified some practices not clearly defined in the
framework but appearing to be well developed and implemented at all or
some of these agencies. In this case, we added such practices or substeps
to the framework.
For example, we considered the level of formality and number of
reviews required by the DOD process to be unsuited to a general framework, but we identified some specific substeps or practices in the decisionmaking process at DOD that warranted inclusion or refinement in the
framework. Such practices include the clear specification of needs,
methods of achieving objectives in an acquisition plan, the coordination
of users and developers so that the proposed technology clearly
responds to an operational need, and the evaluation and prioritization of
new technologies by an established committee.
The process we reviewed at Customs was characterized by little formality or regularity; rather, it is generally tailored to the specific nature of
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the case. Thus, although Customs apparently followed an appropriate
process for the selection and development of the x-ray equipment, this
case study provided no basis for changing the proposed framework.
Finally, at FBI we identified a number of practices that were either
already in our preliminary framework (in which case they remained
intact or modified) or that should be included. For example, the formal
procedure with clearly defined lines of authority for identifying and
selecting technologies; the existence of a panel or reviewing body to prioritize research and development projects; the consideration of appropriateness, cost, availability of alternatives, benefits, potential
effectiveness, and duplication; the identification of need at the field
level; and the clearly delineated role of research and development in the
identification and development of new technologies are only some of the
reviewed practices we used to modify the preliminary framework.
After the performance of the case study reviews, we modified the
framework, incorporating all practices we judged to be important and
transferable and eliminating those that we considered unnecessary. The
framework was then reviewed by two experts knowledgeable about the
general process by which decisions regarding new technology are made.
Table 3.1: Selection
Cases

Criteria for 10 INS
Case

Function

Earner prolect

Apprehension

Convatr 580

Transoortatlon

Fraud intercept

task force (FITF) equipment

Image enhancement
Low-light-level

vehicle

televlslon

package

(IEV)

(LLLTV)

and deterrence

Detection

of documents

Detection

of people

Detection

of people

Mlcrospectrophotometer

Detectton

of documents

Optimlzatlon

Detention

proftle

Radio scrambler

Communication

Stun gun

Safety and apprehension

Survival gear
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(See appendix IV for background information on these experts.) From
comments we received from these experts, we modified the framework
again, making it less theoretical and more practical.

Ten INS Cases

The framework in this modified state was then compared to how INS
selected technologies in 10 particular cases. There are two reasons for
applying the framework to the INScases: to identify strengths and weaknesses in the INSprocedures and to refine the framework.

Selection of Cases

The 10 cases were selected from the survey information we gathered on
the technologies used, considered, or rejected by INS and from other
information gathered during site visits and interviews. Cases were judgmentally selected given a broad variety of criteria, including the functional enforcement areas mentioned earlier (detection, apprehension,
and so on), type of technology (that is, off-the-shelf or developmental),
cost, and stage of selection decision (that is, implemented in the field; in
testing, development, or being considered; or already rejected for use)
and to some extent the expected availability of information. Table 3.1
lists the 10 technologies we reviewed and the criteria for selecting them.4

Yeap

Per unit co&

We

Stage

Program

1982 or after

Above

Off-the-shelf

Being considered

Border patrol

1982 or after

Above

Off-the-shelf

Implemented

DetentIon

1982 or after

Below

Off-the-shelf

Implemented

inspections

1982 or after

Above

Develoomental

In develooment

Border oatrol

%or

to 1982

Above

Developmental

Implemented

1982 or after

Below

Off-the-shelf

One implemented,
being considered

1982 or after

Below

Developmental

In development

Detention

i-982 or after

Below

Off-the-shelf

Implemented

Antlsmuggllng

1982 or after

Below

Off-the-shelf

Being consldered

Prior to 1982

Belob

Several, Including
detentjon and deportation
and antlsmuggllng

Off-the-shelf

Implemented.
some new
items being Considered

@order patrol

and deportation

Border patrol
one

-.

Intelligence:

Legallzatton
and deportation

aFlrst used. developed or ConsIdered
‘Above or below (6100 000
4Three of these cases-namely.
the image enhancement vehicle. the low-light-level television system.
and the opttizatlon
profile-are
developmental t&~~olog~es. The remammg 7 are off-the-shelf
Items
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Table 3.2: Cost of 10 Case Study
Technologies

for Selecting Technologies

As stated above, the framework was applied to the decision-making process used for each of the 10 INS case studies. In addition to identifying
strengths and weaknesses in the INS procedures for each case, we developed general information on the chronology of and current decisions
related to each case. Table 3.2 presents summary information about the
cost of each case study technology. The following section presents brief
information on the function, history, and cost of each technology we
reviewed.
Case

cost

Barrier project

Approximately
$3.3 million for San Dlego and
El Paso protects

Convair 580

$1 .l million

Fraud intercept
package
Improved

task force (FITF) equipment

Image enhancement

Low-llaht-level

televlslon

Approxlma,tely $133,000 for equipment
packa es distributed
to 35 ports of entry at
about E 3.800 each

vehicle (IIEV)

(LLLTV)

Ap roxlmately
or Lf2 0 million

$130.417

each for 15 systems,

Approximatelv

$2.5 mllllon for SIX systems

Mlcrospectrophotometer

$29,675 for untt at forensic document
laboratory, $31,950 for proposed unit for
Laauna Ntauel document analvsls unit

Optimization

$46,600 for first phase

profile

Radio scrambler

Approximately

$714,000

for 156 radios at

$4.200 to $4.900 each
Stun gun
Survival
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The IEV is a vehicle-mounted surveillance system intended to provide
efficient, mobile, and clandestine “linewatch” operations. The vehicle
houses a segmented, extendable 25-foot mast on which an infrared
scope is placed. The data from the infrared scope are fed down a cable
into a monitor housed inside the vehicle. (See figure 3.2.) When the mast
is lowered and rotated into a storage position, the vehicle roof doors can
be closed and the vehicle takes on the appearance of a normal border
patrol 4-wheel drive vehicle, except that it has tinted windows in the
back, concealing the mechanical components. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 depict
the IEV with its mast partially and fully extended.
The prototype IEV was tested during 1985 in the Tucson, Arizona, border
patrol sector. Test data were inconclusive, but subsequent to testing, INS
decided to develop 11 improved image enhancement vehicles (IIEYS) to
continue exploring the effectiveness and feasibility of the vehicle. In
September 1986, the research, development, and engineering center at
Fort Belvoir joined the IIEV project, at which time a decision was made to
fabricate 4 additional vehicles for the Army. A contract was signed on
June 17, 1987, to design and fabricate the 15 IIEVS.
To date, the cost for production of the 15 IIEVS is $1,656,254. However,
to fabricate all 15 vehicles, a minimum of 5 additional infrared scopes
would have to be purchased. Assuming these scopes cost approximately
the same as previous ones (that is, $60,000 each), the total cost of production would be $1,956?254, or $130,417 per vehicle.’
Currently, INS is experiencing significant delays in the fabrication of the
IIEVS, reportedly because of problems in acquiring components from
manufacturers. According to the contract, all 15 vehicles were to have

‘This excludes the cost of the .4nny commercial utlllt> cargo vehicles on loan to ISS. Thesca~ehlclv~
ongmalh sold for approxImateI)- P11.500 each (.nless the Armv donates these vehicles to 1% 1%
Will ever&k
mcur some cost for purchasing them This cost iso excludes the salanes of ITS
employees as&ed
to the IIE\’ project
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Figure 3.2: Control Console and Monitor
Within the Prototype Image
Enhancement Vehicle

Figure 3.3: The Prototype
Enhancement Vehicle

err

,,

-*

. ,,

Image

The prototype Image enhancement vehicle with mast parttally extended places infrared scope at helghl
of approxfmately 11 feel
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Figure 3.4: The Prototype

Image Enhancement

for Selecting Technologies

Vehicle With 25-Foot Mast Fully Extended

-...
.,,
1. e-.
.

_

_

built and in the field for testing by November 1987. However, by
mid-December, none of the 15 had yet been completely fabricated. The
costs of this delay are expected to be borne by the contractor.

been

Lc #w-Light-Level Television

Low-light-level television systems use surveillance cameras that work at
very low light levels as well as during daylight or normal light conditions The cameras transmit images to a set of screens at a monitoring or
base station, allowing personnel there to see images simultaneously
from all the cameras in the system. Figure 3.5 depicts the LLLTI’ system
monitors in Laredo, Texas
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Currently, INS has LLLTV systems installed in El Paso and Laredo. Texas:
Nogales and San Luis. Arizona: Calexico. California: and Swanton, Yermont.‘, The costs of the systems varied considerably across sites and
included approximately $268.000 for Swanton’s system and $:1.1 million
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for the system in El Paso.; Total accountable expenditures for all six
LLLTVsystems is estimated to be $2,492,600.
Optimization Profile

The optimization profile is planned as a three-part integrated system for
use by INS units that apprehend aliens and by detention and deportation
staff. The first phase of the system, currently being developed, is a procedure to indicate, for each individual alien, the most cost-efficient location and mode of transportation, based on the estimated length of time
the alien will remain in detention8 Costs for development of the first
phase have amounted to $46,600.”

Barrier Project

The proposed border barrier project, still before the INScommissioner
for approval during our data collection, recommends improvements in
the San Diego and El Paso border patrol sectors. These improvements,
including repairing and modifying fences and installing concrete barriers
and test sections of new fencing material, as well as high-intensity lighting, are expected to help deter and prevent the illegal entry of aliens and
vehicles across the southern border or to direct the flow of aliens into
other areas where monitoring and controlling their entry will be easier.
The cost estimate for the project in San Diego is $3,020,000; for El Paso,
the cost estimate is $270,000. Such differences in cost are a direct result
of the type of barrier projects being developed (for example, installing
new fencing versus repairing old fencing), method of installation (that
is, by contractor or by INS staff), and extensiveness of area covered (the
area covered in San Diego is more extensive than in El Paso).

‘The cost of thta El Pa.sc~system 1s htgh III companwn with other qysternh because of the number of
camera.\. the extent of developmental plannmg that WI\ done hy contrac’tors, and the need for evaluatwn of the system. For other sites. fewer cameras were u.wd. the de\ c~lopm~~ntalw)r)i wa5 don? h\,
INS staff. and much of the mstallatmn rva< conducted h! lcxal qaff It should tw noted that wt’ did
not mclude the costs asstrIated w-rth INS staff time devoted to the mstallatlon or proyc’t planning and
testmg of LLLTI’ systems at L anow site
hI%timates of the length of time the alien ~111remam m detention can tx, bavbd on
sex. natlonalrty. and manta] stat,,5

such

fiwn-s

a\ a)!~’

“Thl% mcludes onI:, contra(,tors fees. it does not mrlude “sunk” cash such as salanes of ISS emplqt45 wrhng
on the optmuzatton proflk
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Figure 3.6: Microspectrophotometer
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The mlcrospectrophotometer currently installed at the forenstc document laboratory In McLean Virglnla
Source U S lmmlgratton and Naturalzatton Serwce

Microspectrophotometr

The microspectrophotometer was purchased and upgraded by the INS
forensic document laboratory at a total cost of $29,675. This equipment
helps detect fraudulent documents through a nondestructive spectral
analysis of materials such as ink samples which are subjected to ultraviolet, visible, and infrared light. The microspectrophotometer is
depicted in figure 3.6.
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The profiles produced by the microspectrophotometer require training
and technical expertise to interpret. The equipment was in use at the
laboratory from 1983 until the summer of 1985, when the only staff
member trained to use the equipment and interpret the results resigned.
Since that time, the microspectrophotometer has not been used, but
there are currently plans to train a new staff member to use it.
The Laguna Niguel document analysis unit is currently planning to purchase a microspectrophotometer at a cost of $31,950 for use in detecting
fraudulent documentsi Staff at the forensic document laboratory have
recommended against this purchase.

Fraud Intercept Task Force
Equipment

The Fraud Intercept Task Force was a 1984-85 inspections effort of specially trained inspectors who visited selected ports of entry and conducted training and data collection activities. The task force operations
included the distribution of a five-piece equipment package used to aid
in the detection of fraudulent documents. These items included a stereomicroscope, fiberoptic illuminator, CU-5 Polaroid camera, 35-n-m camera, and an audiovisual projector. Figure 3.7 illustrates some of these
items.
While these items perform separate functions, all relate to the enhancement of document inspection methods. Specifically, the stereomicroscope allows inspectors to examine documents visually in magnified
detail. The fiberoptic illuminator casts intensified light onto documents,
allowing defects indicating fraud to be better identified. The CU-5 camera, which is equipped with enlargement frames, is also used to enlarge
portions of documents for visual inspection. Finally, the 35-mm camera
and slide projector are used to photograph documents and display such
documents for training purposes, as well as to photograph documents
for court cases and intelligence information dissemination.

“‘The Laguna Slguel document analysts umt 1s part of the western regIonal processing faclhty. one of
four replonal processing centers created to handle the applications of aliens who apply for resldenq
under the lmnupratlon Reform and Control
of 1986.

Act
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In 1985. the total cost of one set of the items was approximately $3,800.
Between 1984 and 1986, FITF equipment was distributed to 35 ports of
entry. An official in the INScentral office indicated that in 1987 they
had expected to purchase approximately $100.000 worth of additional
FITF equipment using funds in the user fee account. but these purchases
have been deferred because of shortages in this account.
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Figure 3.5: Convair 550 Aircraft

Convaw 580 alrcraft used mainly to transport INS oetalnees

Convair 580 Aircraft

The Convair 580 is an INStransport aircraft operated by and for the INS
detention and deportation program from the INSair operations center
located in El Paso, Texas. The aircraft was purchased in used condition
from the L’S Army Corps of Engineers in December 1985 at a cost of
approximately $1.1 million and was first used by INS in February 1986.
It holds 48 to 56 passengers, including a crew of two pilots and three to
four air transportation officers. The aircraft is pictured in figure 3.8.
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The functions of the Convair 580 include (1) a safer, faster, and more
cost-efficient method than commercial flights to transport high-securityrisk INSdetainees, such as some of the Marie1 Cubans, between INSdetention facilities and the border, (2) transporting extra INS officers to other
areas for special operations, (3) general transportation of INS detainees
to and from detention facilities or border locations, and (4) officer transportation when needed and economically feasible.
INS is considering the acquisition of additional aircraft for the El Paso air
operations center. Specifically, it is investigating the acquisition via the
asset forfeiture program of a smaller aircraft and the purchase of an
aircraft with capacity greater than that of the Convair 580, although
usage statistics for the Convair 580 during fiscal year 1986 (the latest
available data) averaged only 50 percent.

Winter Survival Gear

Winter survival gear, such as cold-weather pants and jackets, is available for use in at least five northern border patrol sectors and four northem districts, and it is used for the safety of either agents or the
individuals whom an agent rescues in inclement weather. We confined
our review of the selection of survival gear to the Havre, Montana border patrol sector.li
The winter survival gear items, which are routinely contained in the
survival gear kits in the Havre sector, include but are not limited to
sleeping bags, flight pants and jackets, tire chains, reflector-type flares,
first aid kits, and paraffin cans. In general, most items cost less than $20
each. In addition to the listed items above, this case study included the
review of other survival gear items -namely! emergency heat packets,
enhanced first-aid kit items, improved sleeping bags, and additional
replacement parkas being considered or recently rejected for use in the
Havre sector.

’‘It should be noted that we are mcludmg sectors and drstncts along the entire ITS’Canada border m
“northern,” although these ututs would be classlfred as eastern or nor-them by INS
Our selectron of this particular sector was based on several factors. Fn-st. we thought it necessav for
purposes of generahzabilny and completeness to include at least 1 case study that per-tamed to the
selection or use of equipment along the northern border, stnce most other cases (because of the gee
graphtcal concentration of equipment) would deal with equtpment along the southern border. Second
our previous research uncovered lnformatton suggesttng that the Havre sector was currently consrdet-kg the use of new or additional survival gear items We wanted to concentrate on thts sector’s
process of selectmg the new equipment. since our ouestlonnarre responses did not tdenttfy any other
northern sectors that were consrdenng new survrral gear
our classification
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The stun gun is a small weapon that when pressed against the body with
the trigger pulled delivers a 50,000 volt charge, causing momentary loss
of muscle control, thus allowing the user to subdue the subject without
having to resort to greater force.
Formally known as an “electronic defense module,” the stun gun was
considered but rejected for use at INSin 1985. Currently, it is again being
considered as a possible nonlethal weapon to be used by INS officers for
subduing violent aliens. At the time we completed data collection, the
commissioner had not made a decision concerning the use of the stun
gun, and no units at INSwere actually using it. The cost per weapon is
estimated to be $60.

DES Radio ScrambIer

The data encryption standard model radio scrambler uses digital voice
transmission, coding or encrypting voice signals before transmitting
them over radio waves. While it does offer voice security, other INS communications equipment such as radios, relays, and repeaters use analog
voice transmission and, thus, are not compatible with the DES radio
scrambler.
The DES radio scrambler was first used by the antismuggling unit in
1984-85, when 86 mobile and 70 portable radios were purchased and
placed in locations throughout the United States. Per unit cost ranged
between $4,200 and $4,900, and the total cost of this purchase was
approximately $714,000. Subsequent to field testing, INS decided not to
purchase any additional DES radio scramblers, partially because of problems experienced with the compatibility of the radio with existing communications equipment.
Some DES model radios already purchased are still being used and do
provide INS with secure communications, although because of their limitations, they are primarily used by small groups of enforcement agents
working together on a project and for communications in joint operations with INS agents and other federal and local agencies that use only
the DES model radio scramblers.
According to an INS official, INS is currently in the process of assessing
the long-term threat and need for alternative voice privacy equipment
and the subsequent purchase of other radios.
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The Results of Applying
Our Technology Selection
Framework to INS Cases

When we applied the framework to the process used to select the 10
technologies, we noted the specific steps and substeps where the INS process either adhered to or deviated from the framework. When the process adhered to the framework, we concluded that the framework step
(or substep) was appropriate. When the process deviated from the
framework, we questioned both the framework and the INS process.
We found that the differences between the processes followed by INS and
the framework were usually related either to some characteristic of the
technology, such as cost, type, complexity of function, or stage of selection or to some institutional aspect, such as internal policies, operations,
or organization at INS.
Each difference was then assessedin terms of its reasonableness. Unreasonable differences-those we thought were within INS’S control to
change- were treated as areas in which INS could improve its decisionmaking practices. For example, the lack of a policy related to the selection of technologies, the lack of criteria with which to prioritize
selections, or the inadequate performance of tests on new technologies
were determined to be unreasonable differences. In cases such as these,
we believed that the INSprocedures would have been improved if they
had followed our framework.
Reasonable differences, however, were considered to derive from
acceptable practice. In general, these were logical differences based on
some aspect of the technology under review. For example, in some cases
the substeps delineated in the framework were pertinent only to the
selection of developmental projects and, thus, were not followed for the
selection of off-the-shelf equipment. Thus, deviations from these particular framework substeps during the selection of off-the-shelf equipment
was not unreasonable. In these cases, we modified the framework to
account for such reasonable differences.

Final Technology
Selection Framework

As a result of our assessment of the reasonableness of deviations, and
given our preliminary judgments developed during the case study work
performed on the 10 INS cases, we identified a spectrum of practices evident in the current INSdecisionmaking process, paying special attention
to practices at either end that appeared to be promising or problematic.
We analyzed and synthesized. across the 10 INS cases, this set of practices. We also again reviewed the literature on systems theory (applied
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to the decisionmaking process) and the FBI, DOD, and Customs case studies to identify practices that could be useful when developing a final
framework, to ensure that these were still contained in the framework.
From our reanalysis of this information and our synthesis of I% practices, we developed a final framework for the general selection of equipment that we feel has immediate applicability in the current INS
environment. This framework also contains a separate set of additional
practices that can be followed when selecting developmental projects, in
particular. As with the earlier version of the framework, the final
framework was reviewed by experts and was refined, incorporating
expert opinion.
The final framework contains seven steps that we believe would have
facilitated the promising practices we found and discouraged the problematic ones we identified across the 10 IM cases. The seven steps outlined are
1. identification of operational need or problem
2. identification of solutions
3. testing or development or both
4. data analysis and report writing
5. report review
6. decision to purchase equipment
7. collection and use of postacquisition review information.
Figure 3.9 depicts the relationship between the framework steps. The
complete final framework is contained in appendix III.
Identification of operational need or problem refers to the systematic or
timely identification and review of an operational need or problem
known to exist at some level within the organization. Identification of
solutions encompasses such activities as the determination of the most
appropriate process for the review of the operational need or problem
and potential solutions, the identification and comparison of potential
solutions (including their costs, benefits, maintenance, and training
requirements), the consideration of the need for testing or developing a
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solution, and the conduct of a feasibility study if the solutions being
reviewed are developmental.
Testing or development for solutions not available off the shelf includes
the planning, designing, and implementing of development and testing of
a prototype. It also includes the testing, if necessary, for an off-the-shelf
solution. This step includes such tasks as the development of a prototype (if developmental), the preparation of a test design, and the conduct and monitoring of tests. Data analysis and report writing
encompass such activities as the analysis and interpretation of data
gathered during testing. Such analysis, done by appropriately skilled
staff, in conformity with the test design, is contained in a formal report,
including conclusions and recommendations regarding the need for additional testing.
Review of the report pertains to the timely review by appropriate decisionmakers of the testing report. This step includes a decision regarding
the advisability of purchasing the item or expanding development.
Decision to purchase equipment refers to the decision to purchase offthe-shelf equipment as well as the decision to move into the production
of operational equipment that underwent the development phase. Issues
addressed during this step include a review of available evidence about
such things as the resources (training,
staff, maintenance) needed to use
the equipment, an estimate of the anticipated costs and benefits of
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equipment, and the prioritization of the need for such equipment against
other program, unit, or office needs.
The final step, collection and use of postacquisition review information,
refers to such information as frequency of use, operating cost, and operational problems experienced with different technologies. Such information, gathered through individual reviews and an annual stuvey, can be
used in decisions regarding future technology purchases.
It is important to note here that we believe the logic specified by the
overall seven steps should remain intact, but the specific practices outlined in the substeps for each particular step should be tailored to such
factors as item cost, complexity, and type (that is, developmental or offthe-shelf). For example, for a relatively simple low-cost item such as
survival gear, we would expect that the seven steps be followed, but
that the substeps not be followed as rigorously as for an item such as
the Convair 580 aircraft, which costs over $1 million. For off-the-shelf
items, standard methods of evaluating the acquisition of new capital
equipment should be used and, in particular, future costs and benefits
should be discounted to their present value.** Circular A-94 of the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) offers one approach to doing this evaluation. For developmental items, such as LLLTV,which involve new,
costly, and often complex technology, the framework steps and substeps
should be reviewed more closely. (Despite the uncertainties inherent in
new technologies, an estimation of costs and benefits should be tried.)

Summary

Over the course of work on this project, we developed, in an iterative
manner, a framework with immediate applicability at INS for the selection of new equipment. This framework, in its early stages, was theoretical, based on our analysis and interpretation of systems theory
applications to the decisionmaking process. Over time, it was refined, by
applying it to actual processes used at three agencies and was developed
into a less theoretical and more applied framework. The final framework developed is an applied or operational framework, based on our
analysis of the reasonableness of differences in current INS practices, as
well as on promising practices identified at the three agencies and in the
systems theory literature.

‘“To determine whether a loss or a gain will result from a decision whose costs and benefits will cvme
at several different @nts in time, the dollar fires represented by gains and losses must all be
expressed m term-3of their present value. THIS process is called “discountmg”.
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Our development of a technology selection framework was not an end in
itself but, rather, was important insofar as it could be applied to specific
cases, thus allowing us to learn more about the technology selection process at INS.In particular, it is through this framework that we have
addressed the question, “If a systematic method can be developed, how
do current INS procedures compare to it?”

Promising and
Problematic Practices

Promising and problematic IKSpractices were identified by (1) comparing IM methods, procedures, and practices to the framework and (2)
again reviewing the literature and results of our case studies at the
three agencies.
In applying our framework to the 10 cases, we found across the cases a
wide variety of practices related to the selection of technology. Some of
the INS practices were judged promisi-,g. A promising practice was one
that matched the criteria in the framework so well that we thought the
practice would be quite worthy of emulation. On the other end of the
spectrum were practices that we judged problematic. -4 problematic
practice was one so far from conformity with the framework that it
should be changed. In between these two extremes were practices
judged to be neither exemplary nor disadvantageous.
However, we focused our analysis on practices that were clearly promising or problematic. since these point to obvious strengths and weaknesses in the INS technology selection process. We categorized the
promising and problematic practices by the relevant framework steps so
that all practices related to the identification of a need or problem were
categorized step 1 practices, all practices related to the identification of
a solution were categorized step 2 practices, and so on.
When a practice was identified for any framework substep, it was listed
as occurring within the associated framework step. However. the listing
of a promising practice for any framework step does not imply outstanding performance of that entire step. For example, although the FITF case
is associated with promising practices in the performance of steps 1, 2,
and 3, this does not mean that the manner in \vhich the need or problem
was identified (step 1). the solution \vas identified (step 2 ). or testing
was conducted (step 3 1 was entirely exemplary. Rather. it is an indication that some aspect of the way in ivhich these steps were performed.
when judged against our framelvork, is especially noteworthy and
encouraged for the performance of these steps in a more routine or general sense at IS.
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Further, any step can have both promising and problematic practices
associated with it for any particular case-these categories are not
mutually exclusive. In fact, many cases had both types of practice identified for the same step. Thus, the fact that a case may have a promising
practice identified for the performance of a step does not eliminate the
possibility of its also having a problematic practice identified for the
same step. Additionally, two or more promising or problematic practices
per step, per case were sometimes identified. It should be noted that
although all 10 cases had at least one promising and one problematic
practice identified, we did not necessarily identify practices for each
framework step for each case. Consequently, in the tables and text associated with the framework steps presented in this chapter, not all cases
are either represented or discussed.
As stated earlier, the promising and problematic practices presented in
this chapter are extreme cases. The fact that a case does not have a
promising or problematic practice identified for any particular step does
not mean that there was not either something especially useful or especially undesirable about the way in which a step was performed for this
case; it means only that there was inconclusive evidence regarding the
nature or magnitude of the practice.

Results From
Applying the
Framework
Step 1: Identification of
Operational Need or
Problem

Proper identification of a need is especially important, since it is at this
point that the technology selection process should logically begin.
Proper identification ensures that at least a problem at the operational
level warranting attention is being addressed. However, improper specification of needs could result in addressing the wrong problem (for
example, a nonexistent problem or a problem with low priority) and, in
the long run, less than optimal use of scarce INS funds.
We identified at least one promising practice per case related to the performance of the first framework step in 4 of the 10 INScases. As table
4.1 suggests, these relate in general to the identification of needs at the
local or operational level or the coordinated identification of needs.
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Table 4.1: Promisina

and Problematic

Practices

Needs identified
field level

in Identification
of Needs
Promising
at the
Coordination in needs
identification

Lack of constant

Problematic
Possible
need
input

undetermined

Need rdentificatron
required from local level
-

-

-

-

Local and central offrce
needs rdentrfrcatron

-

-

Devolutron of authority for
local needs rdentiftcatron

-

-

Image enhancement
vehcle

-

-

-

Unused equrpment
showing possible
mrsspecrfred need
-

Lowlraht-level

-

-

-

-

Barner project
Convatr 580
Fraud Intercept
force equipment

task

televrsron

Mrcrosoectroohotometer

-

-

-

-

Optrmrzatron

-

-

-

Radto scrambler

-

-

-

-

Stun oun

-

-

-

Survrval gear

Annual reminder memo,
local needs rdentrftcatton

-

input from field
nonsvstematic

Unclear
-

profile

need rdentifrcatron

For example, in the survival gear case, the identification of the need was
done by a border patrol agent in the field. Through daily experience, the
agent gained detailed knowledge of certain operational problems that he
brought to the attention of his supervisors. Likewise, in the barrier project case, the actual need for a barrier-type structure was determined at
the local level, although those above the local level were also involved in
the needs identification, so that the identification was a coordinated
effort.
Although 4 cases thus exhibited promising needs-identification practices, we also identified 3 cases exhibiting problematic practices related
to this step. These practices generally involved the lack of a systematic
method of identifying needs or possible misspecification of needs. One
might note that the survival gear case had a problematic practice in this
category related to step l-namely, the lack of systematic input into the
identification of needs. In this case, although the need for survival gear
enhancements had been identified by a local agent. other information,
collected unsystematically by sector management, suggests that additional needs may exist and that questions remain about the presence of
at least one of the needs identified by the local agent in this case. Further, in the FITF case. the existence of unused equipment at some ports
of entry may suggest that the equipment was distributed to some sites
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Further, any step can have both promising and problematic practices
associated with it for any particular case-these categories are not
mutually exclusive. In fact, many cases had both types of practice identified for the same step. Thus, the fact that a case may have a promising
practice identified for the performance of a step does not eliminate the
possibility of its also having a problematic practice identified for the
same step. Additionally, two or more promising or problematic practices
per step, per case were sometimes identified. It should be noted that
although all 10 cases had at least one promising and one problematic
practice identified, we did not necessarily identify practices for each
framework step for each case. Consequently, in the tables and text associated with the framework steps presented in this chapter, not all cases
are either represented or discussed.
As stated earlier, the promising and problematic practices presented in
this chapter are extreme cases. The fact that a case does not have a
promising or problematic practice identified for any particular step does
not mean that there was not either something especially useful or especially undesirable about the way in which a step was performed for this
case; it means only that there was inconclusive evidence regarding the
nature or magnitude of the practice.

Results From
Applying the
Framework
Step 1: Identification of
Operational Need or
Problem

Proper identification of a need is especially important, since it is at this
point that the technology selection process should logically begin.
Proper identification ensures that at least. a problem at the operational
level warranting attention is being addressed. However, improper specification of needs could result in addressing the wrong problem (for
example, a nonexistent problem or a problem with low priority) and. in
the long run, less than optimal use of scarce ISS funds.
We identified at least one promising practice per case related to the performance of the first framework step in 4 of the 10 INScases. -4s table
4.1 suggests. these relate in general to the identification of needs at the
local or operational level or the coordinated identification of needs.
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Table 4.1: Promising

and Problematic

Practices

Needs identified
field level

in identification
of Needs
Promising
Coordination in needs
at the
identification

Lack of constant

Problematic
Possible
input
need

undetermined

Need identification
required from local level
-

-

-

-

Local and central office
needs Identification

-

-

Devolutlon of authortty for
local needs rdentificatron

-

-

Image enhancement
vehrcle

-

-

-

Unused equrpment
showrng possrble
mrsspecrfied need
-

Low-ltqht-level

-

-

-

-

Mrcrospectrophotometer

-

-

-

-

Opttmrzatron

-

-

-

Radto scrambler

-

-

-

-

Stun gun

-

-

-

Survrval gear

Annual reminder memo,
local needs rdentifrcation

-

Input from field
nonsystematic

Unclear
-

earner

protect

Convarr 580
Fraud Intercept
force equrpment

task

televrsron
profile

need tdentifrcatron

For example, in the survival gear case, the identification of the need was
done by a border patrol agent in the field. Through daily experience, the
agent gained detailed knowledge of certain operational problems that he
brought to the attention of his supervisors. Likewise, in the barrier project case, the actual need for a barrier-type structure was determined at
the local level, although those above the local level were also involved in
the needs identification, so that the identification was a coordinated
effort.
Although 4 cases thus exhibited promising needs-identification practices we also identified 3 cases exhibiting problematic practices related
to this step. These practices generally involved the lack of a systematic
method of identifying needs or possible misspecification of needs. One
might note that the survival gear case had a problematic practice in this
category related to step 1-namely, the lack of systematic input into the
identification of needs. In this case, although the need for survival gear
enhancements had been identified by a local agent. other information,
collected unsystematically by sector management, suggests that additional needs mayexist and that questions remain about the presence of
at least one of the needs identified by the local agent in this case. Further. in the FITF case, the existence of unused equipment at some ports
of entry may suggest that the equipment was distributed to some sites
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without specific prior evidence of the need for such equipment. At least
35 ports of entry have FITF equipment and additional ports of entry are
being considered for the receipt of such equipment in the near future. If
equipment is unused at some, then the necessity for the equipment at
others might be reconsidered. Finally, in the stun gun case, it remains
unclear from available documents whether the actual operational need
or problem was established prior to the identification of the stun gun as
a solution.
In summary, we observed some inconsistent patterns in needs identification, sometimes resulting in both promising and problematic practices
operating within the same case. We found evidence of local involvement
in the performance of this step. However, inconsistencies in the performance of tasks associated with this step lead us to believe that there
should be a procedure established for the systematic identification of
needs and problems, especially at the local level.

Step 2: Identification
Solutions

of

Once a need is properly identified, a solution, or a menu of solutions, is
identified. Again, this is an important step because the solutions must be
matched to the need.
Nine of the 10 cases reviewed provided substantial evidence of at least
one, and often more than one, promising practice related to the identification of solutions. These practices, as table 4.2 indicates, often relate to
a level of coordination between INS programs in the identification of
solutions or the use of expert opinion in such identification. For example, the barrier, Convair 580, LLLTV,optimization profile, radio, and survival gear cases all exhibited examples of coordination among programs,
offices, or units in the identification and review of solutions. In the LLLTV
case, there was a fair amount of information sharing during the identification of solutions for at least the LLL?~~
system established in Swanton,
Vermont. Further, in the barrier, FITF, microspectrophotometer and survival gear cases, experts (either inside or outside INS) were consulted for
the identification of the specific technological solution.
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Table 4.2: Promising

and Problematic

Practices

in Identification

INS internal coordination

of Solutions
Promising
Local solution
Use of experts
identification

Multiple solutions
examined

Barrrer project

Coordrnated among
several groups, hrgh level
review

Outsrde agency experts
rnvolved In workrng group

Decentralized
identtfrcation

Convair 580

Field and central office
coordinetron

-

-

Drfferent types of arrcraft
considered

-

Experts In forensic
at INS consulted
-

Input from Los Angeles
arrport officrals
-

-

-

Fraud Intercept
equipment

task force

science

Image enhancement
vehicle

-

Low-light-level

Sharing of rnformatron
among sites

-

Recognized
capabrlittes

Mrcrospectrophotometer

-

Experts from FBI and other
agencies

-

Optimrzation

lntraprogram

televisron

profile

Radro scrambler
Stun gun
Survrval gear

INS steering
-

coordrnatron
committee

Responsiveness
manaoement

of upper

solutron

local

Reviewed
solutrons

several types of

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Input from local experts

-

-

Unfortunately, while the process by which solutions were identified provided evidence of some promising practices, it also provided relatively
equal evidence of practices on the opposite end of the spectrum. In at
least 7 cases, we identified between one and three problematic practices
per case related to the accomplishment of this step. For example. the
stun gun case produced several examples of problems with solution
identification related to the inadequate investigation of information on
the potential solution. Likewise, the barrier case, although identified in
the promising practices related to this step, also exhibited a lack of central office guidance in the preparation of proposals for solutions and the
absence of consideration of the long-term maintenance costs of the
solution.
The image enhancement vehicle case provided substantial evidence of
unsound estimates of the time and costs associated with the proposed
solution and generally poor planning of the development process. For
example, the development of the prototype vehicle took about three
times as long as originally estimated. Furthermore, delays in signing the
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Problematic

Other
-

Cost and scheduling
problems

Lack of information

Planning

problems

Other

-

-

Lack of technical
assistance with cost
estimates

-

Lack of central offlce
guidance; research and
development
not involved
-

-

Schedule

delays

-

-

-

Prepurchase
demonstration

Schedule
increases

delays and cost

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inadequate planning
oriontv settina

LImIted documentation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Matntenance
determined

costs not

_

Lack of evaluation
information

and

-

Ignored

Reliance

advice of experts

upon opinion

current contract for development of 15 improved IEVS impaired INS’S
ability to perform its mission. Specifically, the infrared scopes,
which could have been used to support linewatch operations in various sectors, sat unused for at least 7-l/2 months at Fort Huachuca.
Had those scopes been available for use in detection in various sectors, some INS agents could have been deployed for other activities.
The value of the agents’ work that was forgone by INS as a result is
estimated to be in the range of $1.4 million to $3.4 million.’
In summary, we found that there was no consistent procedure used for
the identification of solutions in the cases reviewed. Although the lack
of a procedure did not eliminate the existence of some promising practices, it very likely encouraged the existence of some of the problematic
practices. Further, the poor management of the planning process associ-

‘This estimate 1s bawd on ISS
introducmp 0nr stop
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Table 4.3: Promisina

and Problematic

Practices

in Project Development

or Equipment

Testing

Promising
Advice and
coordination

Design and testing

Contract

Barner project

-

-

-

Convarr 580

-

-

-

-

Formal test destgn

Lack of preestabkshed
cnteria for site selection

Use of other agency
extoertise

-

Poor test design
methods

-

-

More than doubkng
contract cost

Mrcrospectrophotometer

-

-

-

Optimrzation

-

Poor contract
management

Radio scrambler

Coordrnation
development
-

Stun gun

-

Survival qear

-

Fraud Intercept
equipment

task force

Image enhancement
Low-lrght-level

vehrcle

televrsron

profile

dunno
-

Inadequate

Issues

-

of

in past
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

testrng

and

-

-

Operational
conducted

design

ated with at least one developmental project leads us to believe that
more rigorous review of developmental projects should be conducted in
the step 2 phase.

Step 3: Testing of
Equipment and Project
Development and Testing

Often, the only way to determine if any of the potential solutions identified is appropriate is to test to see how well the solutions work. As with
the performance of steps 1 (need) and 2 (solution), we identified a spectrum of practices across a number of cases associated with the performance of testing (and development for developmental projects). Table 4.3
summarizes our findings.
In 4 of the 10 cases reviewed, we identified one promising practice per
case associated with step 3; 2 of these 4 cases were developmental
projects. For example, we found that the optimization profile case provided examples of sufficient coordination during the development of the
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Problematic
Communication

Testing issues

Lack of information

Planning

-

-

-

-

-

Schedule delays and lost
ooportunitres

Lack of comnunicatron
and coordrnation

-

-

-

Excessive delays in
development

-

Limited

Inadequate use of
avarlable rnformatron

-

-

Lack of prepurchase
testina

-

Base statron not monrtored,
failure to plan for
marntenance, failure to match
equipment to sates
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lrmrted communrcatrons
and electronics
involvement
-

Questronable
procedures

Limrted documentation

-

-

-

Schedule

-

delays

testing

No technical

test

evaluation

profile. Further, the image enhancement vehicle case provided ample
evidence of the reliance upon other agency resources and expertise in
the development and testing of the vehicle. We would also like to point
out that the FITF and radio cases provided some evidence of at least one
promising practice associated with the testing of equipment. (This is
especially noteworthy in the FITF case, which included the preparation
of a test design that was closely adhered to during testing.)
There was, however, substantially more evidence of problems associated
with this step. Specifically, we identified between 1 and 7 problematic
practices per case in 7 of the cases reviewed. All three developmental
cases evidenced undesirable aspects of the management of the contracting process or the actual development process. For example, the
LLLX’Vand image enhancement vehicles cases both provided evidence of
delays in the development process and inadequacies in the design or
testing of the equipment or both. For example, in the LLLTV case, the test
design called for a l-year test, although the actual testing lasted only 10
weeks. Likewise, the IEV tests were performed without a final and complete test design and produced inconclusive and insufficient data.
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Problematic practices related to the design or conducting of tests were
also identified in 4 of the 7 off-the-shelf cases. For example, although
the radio case was noted in the promising practices for demonstration of
knowledge of the need for testing, the testing procedures followed were
extremely questionable. Specifically, there was neither a written test
design nor any documentation of data collected or analyzed for the radio
testing period.
To summarize, some of the cases reviewed produced evidence of good
development or testing practices, although the overwhelming majority
of practices related to this step were not promising. All 3 developmental
cases provided evidence of problematic practices, and in 2 cases this evidence was quite extensive and apparently detrimental to the effective
project development and testing. Undesirable aspects of the testing process for off-the-shelf equipment also suggests that this could be done
better in the future, perhaps with the assistance of persons knowledgeable about testing procedures.

Step 4: Data Analysis and
Report Writing

Since testing was performed for only 4 cases, we considered data analysis and report writing appropriate for only these cases (if testing is not
performed, data analysis will probably not occur and a report will not
likely be written). Of these 4 cases, 3- namely, the image enhancement
vehicle, LLLTV? and FITF cases-did have written reports associated with
the testing process, although no promising practices related to this step
for these cases were identified, and testing was performed in the radio
case, although no report was written.?
We did, however, identify problematic practices associated with this
step in 3 cases. Table 4.4 summarizes these practices. For example,
although the FITF case had a written report, we identified what we consider to be inadequate data analysis, related to the failure to involve an
individual skilled in statistical methods with such analysis. This, we
believe, led to the presentation of some questionable findings.

-Our cntena for notmg the actual writmg of a report as a promlsmg practice did not apply. smce the
wntmg of a report was the actual step Itself. not some practice associated with the performance of
the step
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Table 4.4: Problematic Practices
Analysis and Report Writing’

in Data
Analysis

Lack of information

problems

Earner project

-

-

Convair 580

-

-

Fraud intercept
equrpment

task force

Image enhancement

Low-light-level
Ootrmrzation

vehrcle

televiston

Mrcrospectrophotometer
orofrle

Radio scrambler

Inadequate

Lack of Input Into report

data analysis

-

Lack of communrcation
and
coordinatron and Input to
report
-

-

-

-

Stun gun

Ouestronable
analvsis
-

Survrval qear

-

test and data

Limited

documentatton

-

aNo promlsrng practrces were rdentlfted for this step

Furthermore, for both the FITF and IEV cases, we considered the lack of
input into the report by field staff involved with the testing to be undesirable. The radio case also provided several examples of poor practices
associated with the analysis of data and limited documentation.
The lack of promising practices in this area is readily apparent. Of the 4
cases considered appropriate for this step, 3 had written reports and 1
performed testing without producing a written report. In 3 of these
cases, there was at least one problematic practice.

Step 5: Review of Report

Preparation of a written technical report is not always helpful without
review by persons who have both technical ability and are in a position
to bring about needed changes based on the report. Dealing with the 3
cases in which a written report was produced, we identified no cases
with promising practices related to the report review process. (Included
with this step is the decision to proceed into expanded development or
testing of developmental projects.)
The 3 cases with written reports were FITF. 1~1‘. and LLLT\.. In 2 of the
cases, the IE~' and LLLT~, we identified at least one problematic practice
each related to the report review process. In the FITF case. neither type
of extreme practice was associated with this step.
For example. as table 4.5 indicates, in the image enhancement vehicle
case. we found limited empirical support for the expanded development
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decision, suggesting that this may have been a premature decision based
on findings presented in the prototype testing report that were not
reviewed closely prior to making this decision. Likewise, we found a
questionable need for current efforts associated with the LLLTVcase. The
efforts have resulted in an expansion of the LLL.Wproject beyond its
original scope and possibly in a less-than-optimal use of funds.

Table 4.5: Problematic

Practices

in Report Review

Barner project
Convair 580
Fraud intercept
equtpment

task force

Image enhancement
Low-light-level

vehicle

television

Microspectrophotometer

Lack of communication
coordination

or

-

DeVelODment
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Central offtce and field
interchange lacking
-

Lack of emplrical data for full
scale development
declslon

Dmblans

Inadequate
concerns
-

response

to safety

-

-

QuestIonable
efforts
-

-

-

-

Radio scrambler

-

-

-

Stun aun

-

-

-

Survival aear

-

-

-

Optimization

orofile

decision

-

SOfetV

need for current

aNo promising practices were ldentlfled In this step

Thus, while we can make only limited judgment about the performance
of step 5, since this step was relevant for only 3 cases, 2 of the 3 cases
had important problems associated with this step. This means that decisions regarding the furtherance of development projects may have been
made without adequate attention to operational need or report findings
and may lead to the ineffective use of already limited funds.

Step 6: Decision to
Purchase Equipment

The importance of this step, in which the decision to purchase equipment is made, is obvious. It is during the performance of this step that
major INSfunds may be obligated or spent or both.
Referring to table 4.6, we identified promising practices related to the
purchase decision itself in 5 cases. This does not mean that we are making a judgment about whether the technology purchased was the proper
technology or not; rather, we judge only that some elements of the process were appropriate.
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Table 4.6: Promisinn

and Problematic

Practices

Decision

level

in Decision to Purchase Equipment
Promising
Management
involvement
Other

Barrier prolect

-

Convair 580

-

Revlewed by
commissioner
-

Devolvement
of
purchase authority

Related
system

-

-

-

-

Equipment
to sites

-

-

-

Fraud intercept
equipment

task force

Imaqe enhancement
Low-light-level

vehicle

television

Microspectrophotometer

to priorities

Problematic
System planning
Other
and opemtion

-

-

-

-

Lack of technical
assistance with
cost estimates

-

-

Unused equipment,
lack of continuous
training
-

-

tailored

-

Questtonable
solution
Limited
documentation
-

-

-

-

Lack of staff and
training
-

Radio scrambler

-

-

-

-

Stun gun

-

Decision
memorandum
process

-

-

Survival gear

Local purchase
authority

Responsive upper
management

-

-

Optlmizatlon

profile

-

Base station not
monitored; failure to
plan for
maintenance;
some
equipment not
tailored to sites

Nonresponslve
middle
management

In two instances, these practices were related to the appropriateness of
the level at which the purchase decision was made.3 For example, in the
survival gear case, clear criteria exist for the role of the local units in
purchasing certain items. Further, in the FITFcase, the devolution of
authority for the purchase of equipment to the regional level is not only
appropriate but also helps encourage the future procurement of FITF
equipment for only the sites that are in need of such equipment. The
stun gun case provided an example of the way in which a current decisionmaking tool, the INS decision memorandum! can be used to gather
field input into the purchase decision. And, finally, in some instances,

3The level at which purchase decisions were made in these cases 1sappropnate, given the cost and

relative simplicity of the technologies. Local authority would not be appropriate for all csse% as we
discussed in chapter 2. Furthermore, we believe that. although the declsion level was appropriate m
these Cases.a mechanism ensuring that some central clearinghouse be informed of new technologY
purchases would enhance the selection process at INS.
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the LLLT\~case exemplified the practice of procuring equipment tailored
to individual site needs.
Although we observed several instances of promising practices related
to the performance of step 6, we also identified 6 cases that demonstrated weaknesses related to this step. Several of the problematic practices identified revolve around the failure to adequately plan for
resources necessary for the continuous use of the equipment. For example, in the LLLTV case, there was a failure to plan for the long-term maintenance needs of the LLLTV systems. In the microspectrophotometer case,
there was inadequate consideration of staff resource and training
requirements needed to efficiently and effectively operate the equipment. Further, there is current action to purchase a second microspectrophotometer for use in a regional processing unit, although the only
other microspectrophotometer purchased by INS has stood unused at the
forensic document laboratory since summer 1985, and experts at the lab
have argued against this second purchase. Finally, in the FITF case, there
was a lack of attention to the importance of continuous training for the
operation of the equipment, which may account for some of the apparent nonuse of this equipment at some ports of entry. A poor practice
equally important was identified in the Convair 580 case-namely, the
lack of technical assistance with the preparation of cost estimates.
Thus, there appears to be an inconsistent pattern operating in relation to
the performance of step 6 tasks. While some cases provided evidence of
good practices, a similar number of cases exhibited problematic practices. While a foundation thus exists at INS for the proper execution of
this step, a good deal of additional work is still needed to perform this
step well.

Step 7: Collection and Use
of Post.acquisition Review
Informat.ion

The selection, purchase, and installation of a technology needs to be
periodically reviewed to determine whether that technology continues to
meet the need, whether it is used, and whether new needs have arisen.
However, as table 4.7 reveals, in our review we found only 1 casenamely. the Convair 580 case-in which there was evidence of the collection and use of postacquisition information. Specifically, INS maintains monthly and annual records on the usage, cost, and comparison to
commercial cost of its air transportation program, including the operation of the Convair aircraft. In addition, the annual report by users contains information on the effectiveness of the program, including
equipment used as well as problems and future considerations.
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Table 4.7: Promising

and Problematic

Practices in Postacquisition
Promising
Post acquisition information

Review
Technical

Barrter project

-

-

Convair 580

Monthly

Problematic
Inadequate

issue

use of information

-

-

-

Wcrosoectroohotometer

-

-

Inadequate
information
-

Optimization

-

-

-

Padlo scrambler

-

-

stun gun

-

-

Tao review although
In use
-

Survival gear

-

-

-

Fraua Intercept
equipment

task force

lmaqe enhancement
Low-light-level

vehicle

televlslon

profile

assistance

wtth

-

Lack of technical
cost esttmates
-

use and cost statlstlcs

No review although
purchase expected
-

-

future

use of available

equipment

IS

Conversely, we observed problematic practices related to the performance of postacquisition review in 4 of the cases. Interestingly, although
the Convair 580 case is the only case in which postacquisition information is regularly collected and used, the lack of technical assistance in
the preparation of these cost statistics is undesirable.
Other cases in which this type of information was either not collected or
not adequately used include the FITF. LLLTV, and radio cases. In these
cases, available information about the usefulness of the currently used
equipment is not being collected, although future procurements are
expected.
Because only 1 case exhibited the collection and use of postacquisition
information, we believe that INScould enhance decisions regarding
future acquisitions of technologies that are either similar to or the same
as ones currently used, if such information were routinely gathered and
incorporated into such fut.ure decisions.

Conclusion

Table 4.8 depicts the breakdown of cases for each type of extreme practice by the relevant technology selection framework step. As we review
some of the promising practices in a more general sense, it is apparent
that INSis following some sound procedures in terms of the framework
steps. ITsing the Convair 580 case as an example, we observe that the
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need for the aircraft was determined in conjunction with field users,
that several alternatives were evaluated prior to acquisition, and that
INS is collecting postacquisition information on this aircraft. Furthermore, all cases had at least one promising practice, and often two or
more were identified per case. We interpret this as an indication of INS'S
capacity to employ sound decisionmaking practices, which, as outlined
in the framework, should be addressed in future decisions regarding
technology selection in order to encourage the consistent use of promising practices.
Table 4.6: Cases With Promising and
Problematic Practices for Each Step0

Step

Promising

Problematic

1

Barner project (1) Convair 580 (1) fraud
intercept task force equipment (l),
survival gear (2)

Fraud intercept task force equipment
(1) stun gun (1) survival gear (1)

2

Barrier project (5) Convair 580 (2), fraud
intercept task force equipment (2) lowlight-level television (3)
mrcrospectrophotometer
(1),
optrmrzation profile (1) radro scrambler
(l), survival gear (2)

Barrier project (3) Convair 580 (1)
image enhancement
vehicle (1) lowlight-level television (1)
microspectrophotometer
(2), radio
scrambler (1) stun gun (2)

3

Fraud intercept task force equipment
(1) image enhancement
vehicle (l),
optrmrzatron profile (l), radio scrambler
(1)

Fraud intercept task force equipment
(1) Image enhancement
vehicle (3), lowlight-level televrsion (7),
microspectrophotometer
(1)
optimization
profile (l), radio scrambler
(3). stun aun (1)

4

Fraud intercept task force equipment
(2), image enhancement
vehtcle (1)
radio scrambler (2)

5

Image enhancement
light-level television

6

Barner project (l), fraud intercept task
force equipment (2), Low-light-level
televisron (1) stun gun (1 ), survrval gear

7

Convair 580 (1)

(2)

vehrcle (3) low(1)

Convair 680 (l), fraud Intercept task
force equipment (2), low-light-level
television (3), microspectrophotometer
(2). radio scrambler (l), survrval gear (1)
Convair 580 (1), fraud intercept task
force equipment (l), low-light-level
televrsron (1). radio scrambler (1)

aNumbers In parentheses refer to actual number of practices ldentlfted In this case for thls step
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However, as we review some of the problematic practices identified in
the current INS method of selecting technologies, it becomes apparent
that there was no framework step for which we identified fewer than 3
individual problematic practices. Furthermore, all 10 INScase studies
had at least one, and often many more than one, problematic practice.
For example, the LLLTVcase demonstrated undesirable aspects related to
the selection process (step 2) the testing process (step 3) the report
review process (step S), the purchase decision (step 6), and the collection and use of postacquisition information (step 7).
Throughout this chapter, we have indicated areas in which improvements could be made in the performance of certain steps. For example,
we believe the adoption of a procedure for the identification of needs
and problems (step 1) and for the identification of solutions (step 2)
better testing methods and procedures (step 3), and the routine collection and use of postacquisition information (step 7) might have avoided
some of the problematic practices identified within these steps. Furthermore, the adoption of better procedures, as well as practices identified
in the individual framework steps, might encourage the consistent and
routine application of some of the promising practices identified in the
10 INS CaSe.5.
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Surmwy, Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Agency Comments
Summary

The objective of this review was to examine the methodologies and practices INS uses to select technologies for the enforcement of immigration
law and to recommend procedures that INS could adopt to improve its
technology selection practice.
In chapter 2, we introduced the organization of INS, discussed the relative use and importance of technology for the performance of the various enforcement activities, and identified current decisionmaking
practices that could possibly be modified or applied more generally to
the selection of new technologies. We also identified some factors that
we believe impede the effective selection of technology. We concluded
that INS has no institutionalized or systematic process for selecting
technologies.
In chapter 3 we detailed the methodology we used to develop our technology selection framework? targeted specifically to technology selection
at INS.
In chapter 4, we discussed our findings regarding the promising and
problematic practices that we identified during our case study work
associated with the 10 IKScase studies. These practices relate specifically to the manner in which INSselected the technologies of the 10 case
studies.

Concluding Statements
Conclusions Regarding
Technology Selection at
INS
No Systematic Procedure for
Selecting Technology

Throughout our rex7iew of the INSorganization and practices, and from
our detailed case reviews, we identified no general agency procedures
for the selection of new technology, whether developmental technolog)
or off-the-shelf items. While the electronics support policy does detail
some procedures, these pertain specifically to the management of new
electronics projects or the replacement of existing equipment and, thus.
are not currently applicable or transferable to other items. Furthermore.
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Recommendations,

we do not know the extent to which these procedures are actually followed at INS. In addition, the only other related agency policy pertains
specifically to the dollar thresholds at which various field and regional
offices can procure equipment without either regional or central office
approval or involvement.
Thus, INSlacks a policy regarding the procedures for the identification
of needs or problems as well as the procedures for the identification of
solutions. Likewise, there is no agency policy regarding the types of
items that should be tested or the scope and methods for the testing
process. Further, there is no agency policy regarding the use of the
research and development office or interaction between that office and
program offices and users.
Procedures Often Lacking, Vary
Across Cases

No Central Inventory of Field
Technologies

While we identified a number of promising practices in current use at
we identified many problematic practices as well. We found that the
manner in which technology is selected is not consistent, as is evidenced
in the diverse practices identified across cases. Although some variation
in practice may indeed be appropriate, based on such factors as item
cost, there are some areas in which the INSprocess is clearly in need of
improvement. In some instances, the technology appears to have been
selected prior to an adequate determination of the need. In other
instances, the need was adequately determined prior to selection of a
technological solution, but the technology selected did not receive what
we consider to be adequate review or testing. Further, the input of the
field into the determination of needs, as well as into the selection of
technological solutions, is inconsistent across cases.

INS,

We found that the central office did not have a current or complete
inventory of items being used in the field. We also found that the inventories that are kept by the regional offices are often incomplete or outdated. Since the regional and field offices have various levels of
authority to procure many items without central office involvement, it
is unlikely that the central office will have such knowledge of all items
being used (or considered for use) in the future unless certain actions
are taken.
While we do not believe that the regional and field offices should have
no authority in determining how resources are distributed or funds are
spent, we are concerned over the lack of inventory control by the central
office.
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We believe that the central office could maintain this information if it
were kept informed of all new technologies procured or being considered
for use by the various field offices, regardless of whether central office
authority for procurement is required. One advantage of such information being available to the central office is that it would allow the program managers to periodically review the items being used, in order to
determine whether a broader need for such items exists. Likewise, such
a clearinghouse might provide useful information when determining the
appropriateness of new technology purchases.
Information About Technology
Effectiveness Is Lacking

We found that INS does not generally gather or maintain information
about the overall effectiveness of the items that are used. Since no data
are kept, there is of course no central clearinghouse to provide this type
of information to prospective purchasers and users. If the central office
were informed prior to the purchase of items by field units, and if there
were a mechanism for feedback from the field to the central office
regarding the effectiveness of items, the central office would be in a
position to disseminate this information to the prospective users (in the
field or regions) prior to the acquisition of the technology. This would
require that users maintain and report on the overall effectiveness of
items to the central office. Establishing such a clearinghouse would
entail examining the best size and scope of the clearinghouse and its
activities, so that the costs and benefits of such a mechanism would be
well balanced.

Organizational Practices Interfere
With Technology Selection

In chapter 2, we identified several current practices or organizational
features that we believe hamper the effective selection of technology.
For example, current features of the budget process, such as the lack of
long-term planning for equipment purchases and instances of reallocating funds, should be investigated further. It might be useful for INS to
consider establishing a way in which programs can earmark funds for
equipment purchases and have greater control over expenditures for
electronic and communication equipment used in field offices.

Technology Selection Process
Could Be Improved

Our review of the processes used by Customs, DOD, and FBI indicates that
current practices used at these agencies could be modified and instituted
at INS to improve the technology selection practice. Furthermore, our
application of the framework to the 10 INS cases identified a number of
areas, such as identification of needs and problems and testing, in which
the selection of technology at INS could be improved. In chapter 2, we
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identified several current decisionmaking practices, such as the priority
management system and the decision memorandum process, which
might lend themselves in some manner to the selection of technology.
These practices could be modified and incorporated, when appropriate,
into the relevant framework steps. In our opinion, there are instances of
technology selection for which the decision memo process could prove
useful, although it is certainly not necessary or appropriate for all technology decisions.

INS Could Save $1.3 Million to
$2.1 Million

Table 5.1: Estimated

During our case study reviews we discovered that, in some instances, INS
was planning the acquisition of technologies (namely the improved
image enhancement vehicle, microspectrophotometer, fraud intercept
task force equipment, alternative aircraft, and new radio scrambler)
based on what we believe to be insufficient consideration. We believe
that reassessment of the need for these technologies, and possible elimination of additional purchases of such items, could save INS somewhere
between $1.3 million to $2.1 million. (See table 5.1.)

Cost Savings
Case

Action

Maximum

potential

Improved image
enhancement
vehrcle NEW

Cancel procurement
vehrcles

of 7-10

$913,000

to $1,300,000

Mrcrospectrophotometer

Cancel procurement
addrtronal unrt

of

$31,950

Fraud intercebt task force
(FITF) equipment package

Relocate unused eauroment
and forgo procurem’ent of
10%~66% of additional
planned equipment
packaqes

Convair

580

Radio scrambler

$10.000 to $66.000

of larger

Unknown

Sell current radios or modify
radros to make compatible
with exrstino eauioment

$360,000

Forgo procurement
’ aircraft

savings

to $720,000

The dollar amounts in table 5.1, from which we draw our conclusions,
are estimates, and as such, they should not be considered precise
figures. However, we do believe that these figures are reasonable estimates of the amounts INS could save if certain planned acquisitions are
not made.
Specifically, in the IEV case, we conclude that the decision to produce an
additional 15 vehicles was not the most appropriate action. Rather, INS
could have refabricated the original prototype vehicle and performed
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additional operational tests, thus saving much of the cost expected for
the fabrication of the 15 improved image enhancement vehicles. We also
conclude that, if current contract specifications allow, INS should delay
the development of 7 to 10 IIEVS until the system has proved its costeffectiveness and reliability. If the effectiveness and reliability cannot
be demonstrated through testing, then INS could save between $913,000
and $1.3 million by eliminating the development of some of these
improved image enhancement vehicles.’
In the microspectrophotometer case, we conclude that this equipment,
which has been available yet generally unused at the forensic document
laboratory for years, has not proven its effectiveness in the INS environment and, thus, the acquisition of a second one is not justifiable at this
time. Eliminating its acquisition could potentially save $31,950.
We also conclude that the existing fraud intercept task force equipment
was either underutilized or not considered necessary by INS staff in
about two thirds of the sites we visited. Current plans to purchase additional FITF equipment have been delayed by shortages of funds. However, we conclude that INS could save between $10,000 and $66,000 by
spending only some portion of the $100,000 originally targeted in 1987
for such purchasesZ
We also conclude that the Convair 580 aircraft appears to have been
cost effective when compared to commercial transportation in fiscal
year 1986 but that load factors, which averaged about 50 percent during 1986, appear to negate the need for the acquisition of an aircraft
with greater capacity. This would save an undetermined amount for ITS.
Finally, in the DE’, radio scrambler case, we conclude that despite the
fact that 156 radios were purchased for testing (which we believe to be
an unnecessarily large number), these radios were not adequately
tested. We also conclude that INScould potentially save between
$360,000 and $720,000 by seeking buyers for the current radios or by

‘This estimate is based on an average cost per vehicle of $13(1.41; We assumr that a muumum of 5
vehicles must be produced 4 to fulfill the Army agreement and 1 for thr, research and development
facihtg at Fort Huachuca We also assume that operatlonal testmg could b+ adequatr,ly conducted on
either the Army vehicles or an addItIonal 3 INS vehicles. meamnp that It would b+ reasonable to
produce between 5 and 8 IIEL’s. rather than 15. at thl% time
‘Speclfic&iY. If INS were to purchase only 90 percent of the planned
equipment packages. this would
save %lo.o()o. If it purchased only 33 percent of the packages (reflectmg erther usage rates or the
percelved need we obsenyd or both I, the associated savqs would be about 166.000.
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modifying the radios to make them compatible with existing INS communications equipment, rather than purchasing new models, as is being
considered.3

Conclusions Regarding the
Transferability of Our
Framework

In chapter 3, we discussed the methodology we used to develop our
framework, or the decisionmaking process one may follow to select a
technology. Initially, the framework was fairly general and theoretical
in nature, but it was made less theoretical and more practical by applying it to cases at DOD, FBI, and Customs. By applying the framework to 10
INS cases, we developed a final framework for the general selection of
technology that we feel has immediate applicability in the current INS
environment.
Throughout the development of the framework, the major steps and
logic flow, represented by the major decisionmaking steps in the framework, remained fairly constant. The specific content of the detailed
practices specified for each of the major framework steps in the early
version of the framework was modified in response to our analysis of
practices at DOD, FBI, and Customs and our expert reviewers’ comments.
However, these changes did not alter the overall nature of the decisionmaking process. Likewise, the content of the steps outlined in the final
framework was modified, after our review of the 10 INS cases and expert
opinion but, again, did not significantly alter the logic of the decisionmaking process.
We found that the framework was applicable in varying degrees to the
10 INS cases. Difficulties experienced in applying the framework to specific cases often resulted from differences in the current INS process,
which we considered unreasonable differences, such as the unclear
establishment of an operational need prior to the identification of what
may be only one of several solutions, not from problems with the logic
or overall content of the framework.
Since the framework has its foundation in systems theory and general
evaluation principles, and has been developed to some extent in
response to comments from experts familiar with technological decisionmaking practices, we believe the framework’s major steps and some of
the substeps could be applicable in other federal agencies.
“If sold for appronmatelv half them ongmal cost. they would yeld abut $360.000 for INS If ISS
modlfled exlstmg scrambler radios. it would potentially sa\re at least $i2O.OOO. minus the cost of
modifxatwn. which IS still an unspecifpd amount.
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However, the transferability of the framework may have some limitations. Specifically, it was applied to only 13 cases in total, all judgmentally selected. Consequently, since it was tested on only a limited
number of cases, the extent to which it can be considered transferable to
other technology selection cases in agencies other than INS is untested.
Further, the final framework was developed specifically for INS, not for
agencies in general. Thus, to apply the framework, an agency would
have to review the content of each step carefully and determine if the
outlined substeps or practices are applicable or could be incorporated
into its own technology selection situation.

Recommendations to
the Attorney General

Our conclusions regarding the technology selection process at INS lead us
to recommend that the attorney general direct the commissioner of INS to
do the following.

Establish a
Decisionmaking
Methodology for Selecting
Technologies

should establish a decisionmaking methodology, similar to or the
same as the procedures outlined in our final framework as presented in
appendix III, for the selection of technologies. These procedures should
be tailored to the scope and nature of the problem or technological solution, so that issues that are more complex or items that are costly or
technically sophisticated receive a level of review commensurate with
their complexity and cost, and items or issues that are less complex or
less costly receive less extensive review.

Include Certain Elements
in the Methodology

The decisionmaking methodology that INS adopts should include certain
practices that we believe are critical to the appropriate identification
and selection of technology. These practices should be tailored to the
particular item under review and should link the amount of effort and
resources dedicated during review to such factors as cost, complexity,
and stage of development.

A Procedure for Identifying
Keecls or Operational Problems

A procedure for the identification of needs or problems should be developed and adopted. This procedure should include a mechanism that
involves the field users in the identification of such needs or problems
and also stipulate that problems should be identified prior to the identification of solutions.

INS
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A procedure for the identification of solutions should be developed or
adopted. For developmental technologies, INS should establish a steering
committee for the review of these projects. Members on the committee
should be from a broad range of INS offices, such as representatives from
each central program office, each associate commissioners’ and the commissioner’s offices, research and development, plans and analysis, contracting and procurement, communications and electronics, the field,
and the testing group.

An Established Testing Group

INS

Collection and Analysis of
Postacquisition Information

should collect and analyze postacquisition information. This would
provide data on the experiences gained through use of technologies for
input into future decisions regarding technology purchases. The collection of postacquisition information would be particularly useful for
items that are relatively expensive, purchased in multiple numbers, or
replaced periodically or regularly.

An Established Central
Clearinghouse

should establish a central clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of information. This would enable INS to make better technology selections. The clearinghouse should be responsible for collecting
pre- and postacquisition information about technologies and for dissemination of information to prospective users or purchasers and to the
steering committee established for reviewing research and development
projects. Specifically, this clearinghouse should be informed of all new
technologies that are being considered or being purchased (preacquisition) and should routinely collect information from users about the
appropriateness and effectiveness of currently used technologies (postacquisition). When the clearinghouse is informed by prospective users of
a new technology purchase, this unit would then disseminate any information it has collected from pre- and postacquisition reviews to assist
with making judgments about appropriateness or effectiveness. Prior to

should establish a testing group to assist with the testing of new
technology. This group should be responsible for designing and conducting tests and for the evaluation and reporting of test results. Members of this group should include individuals skilled in evaluation design
methods and statistical analysis techniques as well as representatives of
the potential users; some members of this group should remain constant,
and some should rotate, depending on the features of the technology
being tested. The first responsibility of this testing group should be to
develop guidelines for the preparation of test designs.

INS

INS
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the establishment of such a clearinghouse, INS should assess the relative
costs and benefits of various approaches, linking the anticipated comprehensiveness and scope of the clearinghouse and its data gathering
and dissemination activities to such factors as cost, type, and complexity of technologies used.

Assess the Adequacy of
the Research and
Development Program

Given the importance of technology to the performance of the enforcement functions, we believe that INS should carefully examine the current
research and development program and decide upon the most advantageous situation with respect to the future management structure,
amount of resources, and role accorded to research and development at
INS. We found that the program has historically had limited resources
when contrasted with the number of projects being considered or
worked on by research and development and the cost of such projects.
Further, data collected during interviews and case study reviews suggest that research and development suffers from overall management
problems and problems in interaction with some of the enforcement
programs.

Cancel or Forgo the
Procurement of Some
Technologies

should cancel or forgo the procurement of some technologies currently being considered or developed, based on the questionable need for
such equipment at this time. We recommend that if such action is allowable under the current contract, INS examine the feasibility of delaying
or eliminating the development of 7 to 10 IIEVS until operational effectiveness and reliability have been demonstrated for some of the
vehicles.
IKS

We also recommend that INS not purchase the second microspectrophotometer for the Laguna Miguel document analysis unit. To purchase the microspectrophotometer, the Laguna Miguel unit should
justify why it needs a system that has not proven effective at the forensic document laboratory.
Further, we recommend that given the apparent underutilization of FITF
equipment at some ports of entry, it would be appropriate for INSto
forgo further acquisition until it has been determined that currently
available equipment 1s fully used and where, if necessary, the existing
FITF equipment could be relocated to increase utilization. Additionally.
we recommend that INSconsider purchasing only some portion of the
$100,000 worth of FITF equipment originally planned for in 1987.
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We recommend that an additional, larger aircraft not be purchased at
this time. Unless load factors for the Convair 580 increase over the
1987-88 period a larger aircraft does not appear to be justified.
Finally, we recommend that INS, rather than purchasing new models,
either seek buyers for the current DES radios and use the payments for
purchasing new radios or modify current radios to make them compatible with existing INScommunications equipment. Further, since we
believe that the original DES radios were not adequately tested, if new
radios are determined to be the most cost-effective solution, we conclude
that it would be more efficient to field test a limited number of such
radios (no more than 50) prior to expanded acquisition.

Agency Comments

We requested comments from FBI through the Department of Justice,
Customs through the Department of the Treasury, and the Department
of Defense. Kone of these three agencies provided official comments,
although FBI and Customs did provide oral comments. These comments
pertained mainly to typographical or editorial issues and we responded
to them all.
We also requested INS,through the Department of Justice, to comment
on this report. After the original 30-day comment period, we granted INS
an extension of time. However, after a total of 15 weeks, we have not
received any formal comments from DOJ. Therefore, we
. issued the report
without agency comments.
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Locations of Interviews and Site Visits

We gathered data from interviews conducted with staff at INS'S central
office and several field locations. This appendix lists the offices we contacted or visited during our work on this report.

Central Office Program
Offices

l
l
l

.
.
.
.

Central Office Staff
Offices

l

.

Border Patrol Sector
Headquarters and Stations ’

District Offices

Adjudications
Antismuggling
Border patrol
Detention and deportation
Inspections
Intelligence
Investigation
Administration
Budget
Communications and electronics
Contracting and procurement
Personnel
Plans and analysis
Program inspections
Research and development
Nogales, Arizona (station)
Tucson, Arizona (headquarters)
Brown Field, California (station)
San Diego, California (headquarters)
Miami, Florida (headquarters)
Havre, Montana (headquarters)
Sweetgrass, Montana (station)
El Paso, Texas (headquarters)
Laredo, Texas (headquarters)
Blaine, Washington (station)

Phoenix, Arizona
Miami, Florida
Baltimore, Maryland
Helena, Montana
New York, New York
9 El Paso. Texas
l
l
l

l
l
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Ports of Entry

Other Offices and Units

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

l

of Int.erviewe

and Site VMta

Nogales, Arizona
Los Angeles International Airport, California
San Ysidro, California
Miami International Airport, Florida
Port Everglades, Florida
O’Hare International Airport, Chicago, Illinois
Piegan, Montana
Sweetgrass, Montana
Wild Horse, Montana
Niagara Falls, New York
Bridge of the Americas, El Paso, Texas
Paso de1Norte, El Paso, Texas
Dulles International Airport, Virginia
Fort Huachuca, Arizona (INS research and development field office)
Western regional office, San Pedro, California
Northern regional office, Twin Cities, Minnesota
Southern regional office, Dallas, Texas
El Paso air operations center, El Paso, Texas
Eastern regional office, Burlington, Vermont
Forensic document laboratory, McLean, Virginia
Office of the associate commissioner for management, Washington, D.C.
Office of the deputy commissioner, Washington, D.C.
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Questionnaire Objectives, Scope,
and Methodology
In order to review the INS technology selection process and identify ways
in which it could be improved, it was necessary to determine the technologies INS was using, considering for use, or had previously considered
and rejected for use.
Early in our data collection activities we discovered that the INS central
office does not collect and store complete inventory information on the
various technologies used in the field. Furthermore, while the INS
regional offices do maintain inventories on equipment used, we discovered that these inventories were of varied quality, some were incomplete or outdated, and did not contain information on all technologies
used by INS staff or information on equipment used by INS that actually
belongs to other agencies. Therefore, we developed a survey instrument
intended to identify technologies INS was using, considering, or had previously considered and rejected.
Since we wanted to collect precise information on all technologies,
including those belonging to other agencies but used by INS, it was necessary to gather this information directly from all field units that had
such equipment available for use.
helped us identify the locations to include in the survey. After compiling a current mailing list of all IKS field locations, we sent the inventory questionnaire to supervisory staff at approximately 300 INS units in
the continental United States that are involved in enforcement activities
and actually use enforcement technologies in daily operations. This
included IM district offices, ports of entry, border patrol sector headquarters and border patrol stations. We also sent a modified questionnaire to management personnel in the regional offices and to selected
central offices (program and staff offices), gathering information on the
items that they were currently considering for use or had previously
considered and rejected.
INS

The questionnaire was divided into three parts. Part 1 requested information on the technologies currently available at each location, including the name of the item; if it was available before or after 1982; the
total number of each item owned, leased, and borrowed; and the approximate unit cost.
Part 2 requested information on equipment being considered or tested at
each location. including the name of the item, its function, date identified. who identified the item, stage of review, and a contact person.
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QUeStiOnnsire

Scope,

Part 3 requested information on equipment considered but not selected
for use over the past 5 years. Information requested included the name
of the item, year it was considered, function, reason for not selecting,
and a contact person.
Once the final questionnaire was developed, it was mailed to all INSfield
locations in November 1986. To increase our response rate, a follow-up
questionnaire was sent to all nonresponding locations in December 1986.
Phone call follow-ups made after the second mailing resulted in a lOOpercent response rate to our questionnaire. A modified questionnaire
was also sent to all regional offices and selected central offices in January 1987.’
The data received from the questionnaires were analyzed in a variety of
different ways, including by location, technology function, and stage of
selection (in use, being considered or tested, or rejected). While we have
some questions about the accuracy of some of the responses, we considered the data reliable enough to select judgmentally 10 technologies for
in-depth review of the technology selection process as it actually exists
at INSand to develop general information about the types of items being
used or considered for the various enforcement functions. This type of
information was presented in chapters 2 and 3 of this report.

‘The central offices and regional offices do not use enforcement technologies m their dally activmes
Thus. the modlfled questIonnan-e collected InformatIon only on Items berg considered, or nems preyIOUSly consldered but reJected
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Framework for Selection of Technologies at INS
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tralning

5.

staff/resources

of crrterla
crlterra

wrth

barriers

the
a

the

fundrng.
may

with whrch
include,

of

solution

to
but

compare
not

be

benefits

of

requlrement/compiexlty

needed

to operate,

use
marntaln

solutl"n

6.

dupllcatlon
Operational

7.

or complimentarity
procedures

geography/cllmate/physlcal

to

other

eouipment

or

locatIon

J
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Staff

in the OTO hold slgnlflcant
of expertise
requlrcd
to do
which
1s not
held by
tne pro)ect,
staff
1” R6D

b.

amount

3.
Regardless
following

4.

of the
condltlons

Prc]ect
I refer
optlon

1s not to be pursued
to notes for step 2).

selected,
to be met:

there

is

at

a need

this

time

for

the

A.

cone: uslons
and recommendat Ions and
all
StPFS,
to appropriate
declslon
maker.
forward,
If applicable,
The performance
of steps
1s done 1” a timely
manner.

B.

Forward all
conclusions
lndlvldual
who :dentifled

C.

the identlfled
need and solutlon(sl
Docun‘ent and forward
It
to the appropriate
Central
Offlce
Program Office.
the responslblllty
of the Central
Office,
when such
to consider
whether
the need
information
is received,
potential
+olution
nas a laraer
application
at the
agency.

D.

Docurrent

Set

prlorltles

other

against

E.

Make cost
lndlvldual
Testing

of

and recommendations
the need.

for the problem/need
needs;problems.

estimates
skilled

by or with
in principles

under

to

the

1s

and

consideration

the assistance
of
of cost analysis.

an

Step

3:

Eoulpment

1 .

If the soldtlon(s)
ldentlfled
in step
2 requires
testing,
It
may be appropriate
to forward
the
need and solution(s)
to the
For high cost items,
Central
Offlce
Testing
Group.
conslderatlon
can be given
to borrowing
or leasing
equipment
for tne test perioo.

2.

The testing

group:

A.

Is responsible
for the design,,
monitoring,
.-valuation
reporting
features
of the testing
process,
and for
conducting
such activltiec
in a timely
fashion.

B.

Can be autonomcus
tne pro4ram: user.

of

C.

Can lncluoc
eval gat lot-

consisting
of
arid vethodolvgy,
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5.

6.

of Technologies

D.

time

frame

for

E.

potential
analysis

F.

experlmental

G.

physical

H.

standards
findings

I.

who is

J.

who is responsible
for mo”itorlng
how monitoring
1s to be performed

K.

safeguards
data

L.

dlsposltlon

M.

scope

Interfering

factors

deslo”

and data

reouirements
for

of

for

in

to

for

be

of

results

performing

analysis

testing

acceptablllty

responsible

te+t

or data

technloues

locations

and oenerallzabllity
data

taken

to

of

collpction
testlnq

and

process,

validity,/reliabllitv

ensure

of

of data
test

Testing

conforms
situations

to

agreed

A.

B.
4:
Data

test

deslan
at all possible
require
modlflcatlons
I”
or devlatlonc
from the test deslqn,
Testlno

and Report
1s done

analysis

the
such

be:

and contained

Analysis

times.

that

upon by the

documented
Data

the

arIse

testing
process,
modlflcatlons
may

1 .

and reporting

The testing
group can decide
If there
are adeouate
In-house
resources
to conduct
the test,
or If some or all of the
testing
process
should he done by consultant
or outslde
aroup.
When

step

testlnq

bv

Group
as

amendment

to

the

design

test

Wrltlna

appropriate

mPrrter(s)

of

the

Tasting

Group.
2.

Data collected
a”alySiS
plan

3.

The Testing
Group wrltos
report
on testing.
be appropriate
to give lndlvlduals
involved
opportunity
to revlev
and comment OP draft
f 1nal lS5U.e.

4.

The report

may present

A.

the

steps

8.

the

test

C.

arc analyzpd
1” conforrrlty
with
es’abllshed
I” the test deslg”.

flndlnqs,

of

lnformatlon

the

deslq”

testIn

factor5

data

However,
It would
1” testlng
a”
report
prior
to ltc

on:

process

?nd any deviations

lnclddlqa

the

from

affectlnQ

suck

deslg”

P~~P~II,.~o-~c~
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of Technologies

and forwarded
fashion.

The report
is wrltten
maker(s)
I” a timely
Review

of

to

appropriate

declslon

Report

Step

5:

1.

The revlaw
of the report
1s conducted
by appropriate
declsron
The result
of the rcv~ew 1s made
makers wrthout
undue delay.
fashion.
known in a timely

2.

such decision
makers can have criteria
established
prior
to
the lnitlatlon
of testing
by which they ~111 evaluate
the test
e.g.,
what percentage
increase
ln detectron
15
results.
As part
necessary
to approve the purchase
of such eauipment.
the decision
maker(s)
can speclfv
those
of the testing
group,
issues
for which they
want data collected.

3.

If

4.

The decrslnn
resulting
from review of report
1s reported
back
to Individual
who lnrtially
ldentlfled
need/problem,
and to
the declsron-mater
or working
group who forwarded
the
need/problem
to the Tasting
Group,
in a timely
fashion.

Step

6: Decision

1.

Decision
purchased.

2.

Based on
declslon
lnrtially

solutron

to

to

warrant

Purchase

purchase,

proceed

to

step

6.

Equipment’

is made regardinn
This decisron

what,
If any, solutl@n
1s to be
1s made as promptly
as possible.

and/or
other
pertinent
factors,
the
cost of item,
either
remains
at the level
at which prohlem
was
or 1s forwarded
to a higher
level
within
reviewed,
use of tools
such as the
organlzatlon.
At
this
point,

the
Decision

3.

appears

Memo

Regardless
following
A.

may

be

of level
apply:

appropriate.

at

which

purchase

declslon

1s made,

the

Declslon
to purchase
is based on a revlcw
of available
evrdence
about the equipment,
such as vendor
other
aoency evaluations
or experiences,
demonstrations,
results
of informatron
developed
by
the
working
group,
or
all
results
of tests
performed
wlthin
agency.
Some,
of the following
factors
can be considered
ln this
review,
and plans
for addressing
relevant
areas Ce.q.,
maintenance)
may
be made:
1.

malntenance/maintalnabllty

2.

tralnina

3.

staff/resources

4.
5.

solution

reouirement/complPxlty

dupllcatlon
operat

or

of

of

needed

to operate,

or compllmentarlty
ronal procedures

geography.‘climate,physical

or

use

malntarn

to

other

solutlor

equipment

locatlon

‘Tt~lc SteF pertains
tr) the decrsior
to purchase
off-the-shelf
equipment
as well as the declslon
to IPCWP into productlor
of
operational
eoulpment
which ~nder~nt
the development
phase
outlined
1” the procedures
for sel~ctlon
of developmental
technologies.
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r

1

4.

6.

political/public

7.

safety

of

8.

life

9.

potential

acceptance

cf

SOlutiOn

solution

expectancy

Of solution

effectiveness/advantages

10.

availabllity/potentlal

11.

future

12.

negative

production

cost

backlogs

growth
impacts

system

for
It may be appropriate
number
and type of Items
may
need to be varied
I in
for sites
which
differ
ln

of

solution

using

the decision
regarding
appropriate
Items
to be based on field
input.
terms
of type or number) to account
geography,

climate,

or

other

factors.
5.

Ar. estimate
solution

is

of the cost
established

A.

Estimates
of
for the life

8.

Identification
affect
the

7.

of
of

for

benefits
of the
This can include:
training

and maintenance

funding
or
to perform

budget restrictions
which
maintenance,
training
and
parts
for life
of product

replacement

The decision
to purchase
need for such
equipment
unit
within
the proqram,

is
when
or

based on
compared
office.

a

prlorltlzatlon

aqainst

of

other

and Use of

Pqst-Acauisition

the

needs

The purchase
is to be made in compliance
with Federal
Procurement
Guidelines
and agency policy
(e.a.
based on
information
can be solicited
of item).
If appropriate.
selectlon
of final
vendor
if product
the DTSC regarding
underwent
DTSC review
in the developmental
stage.

Step 7:
Collection
(PAP.1 Intormation
1.

costs
reouired
of the product

ability

procurement

6.

and anticipated
and documented.

cost

from

Review

Data can be collected
continuously
from
the
field
and reported
(monthly/ouarterlyi
to
the
decision
makers
who
periodically
conducted
the
orlglnal
nnaiysec
suppnrtlng
the
decision
to
purchase
the technology
and
the
decision
maker
who
made the
The data reported
might
include,
final
purchasing
decisicn.
tlit not be limited
to:
k.

Frequency

E.

Costs
of operating
the
techncloqy,
includino
maintenance
and personnel
cost?
Iwnlch may be reported
separately).
Wtec recessary,
cost esrimdtes
may
be crejzared
by
or
with
the
assistance
of ~ndi~;~d~ali~~
skIlled
in
cost
analysis,
In -rder
to PnC~rt= tke
accuracy
and Vaiia:ty
It sect.
eit ilTatl?s
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2.

3.

m
for Selection

of Technologies

E.

problems
due to unreliahlllty,
OperatIonal
lack of staff
lack
nf tralnlnq.
failure,
op~rate/mnnltor,rep~Ir
-aalpm*nt

F.

Impacts,
operations

both

posltlve

and oeqatlve,

to

of

technical
adeauatel)

eaulpment

or

This InformatIon
as well as that
from all other
post
acquisltlon
reviews
(PARS) of other
technoloqles
can be
cornpIled
and analyzed
by
the
Central
Office
Program CfflCP
In
could be auqmented b,.,
This lniormatlon
a centralized
file.
InformatIon
qalned
by Central
Offlce
annual assessments
nf
technology
use and satlsfactlon
gathered,
perhaps.
lr- the forp
information
may
lnclud-,
but
not De
This
of an annual
survey.
lImited
to:
A.

Perceived
operations

B.

AddItional
operational
not oe answered with

The informatlon
annual survey

overall

utility

qathered
can:

and value

of

eaulpmenr

wtlch
needs:problems
technological
solutlonc

froir

botk

the

ma)-

individual

or

~
,
ma)

8.

Be used to develop
1nformatlon
on an annual
regarding
field
operatlonai
problems
needs,

C.

I

P4Rs and an

Be considered
in ali declclor?
regardlpo
future
odrctase?
of OTS equipment
or future
development
of non-CT5

they

I

for

A.

teChnOlOg

!

leS

relate

to

basis

especialiy

as

eoJlpment

when appropriate.
Be shared,
Regional
and field
offices

amonc: Progra!r

Offlcec

and

PROCEDURE:: FOR SELECTION OF DEVELOPMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
Step

2:

1.

Prolect
Manager
reviews
the protlerr
whlc+ wa- forwarded
frorr
all
steps related
to tbr identlflcatlor
the DTSC, and performs
of a so1titlor
In
a timely
faanlon.

2.

Protect
the probim.
A.

Identlflcatlon

of

Maragfr

Consult

ln
the

Solutlon2

develops
lnformatlnn
ldentifyina
soldtionc,
followlna

on

potent131

Pro~ec:

soldtlnn:
Manager

ti
car:

su~~rccs:
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1

4.

journals,

seminars,

5.

potential

user(s)

Perform

B.

professional
of

a feaslblllty

assoclatlons

technological

solution

addressing

study,

the

following

issues:
1 .

sclentlflc
concepts

integrity

2.

potential

technical

Consider
the
appropriateness

C.

and feaslbillty

malntalnablllty

2.

training

3.

staff/resources

with

barriers

the

of

reauirement/complexlty

needed

to

underlylng

solution(s)
feasibility

and

use

to operate,

dupllcation/complimentarlty
procedures

4.

the

revlewlng
solution(s):

when
following
of potential

1.

of

maintain

other

equipment

or

operational

5.

geography/cllmate/physlcal

6.

polltlcal/publlc

7.

safety

8.

1 lfe

9.

potential

expectancy

11.

future

12.

negative

Establish

It may
activities
advisor
offices
ChE

4.

production

cost

backlogs

growth

system
use

of

lmoacts
a

set

solutions.
potential

using

solution

of crlterla
with which to compare
Crlterla
may Include,
but
not
be
costs and benefits
of solutions.

Manager to coordinate
appropriate
for the Pro]ect
when ldentlfylng
soldtlons
*xltt- a staff
level
ideslqnated
by DTSCI from any ctber
INS technical
which are apprnprlate
to
tne
problem
or
pro,ect
(e.g.

be

/.

Pro:ect

regarding
A.

Pffectlveness/advantages

and

alternative
limited
to,
3.

acceptance

avallablllty/potential

10.

D.

locatlon

Manaacr
;otentlai

Prellmlnar)
alL*rnat

aev?iop:

ar

~nlrlal

eStilPates

ranklna

Ttls

solutions.
of

costs

and

recommendation

may Include:
and

benefits

of

each

lve

6.
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8.

Proiect

of Technologies

1% not

to

pursued

be

at

this

time

It option
6.a is selected
(have Pro]ect
Manager pursue
continue
with procedures
outlined
for selection
project),
developmental
technologies.
If option
6.b
is selected,
see notes
for Step 2.

the
of

7.

At any point
In
the review
by the DTSC, If group consensus
cannot be reached regarding
an appropriate
course of action,
or If the Prolect
Manager disagrees
strongly
with the DTSC
the
issue can be raised
to a higher
level
wlthin
the
decision,
such as to the Management
Commlttee.
agency,

a.

This decision
can be reported
back
to
forwarded
initial
working
group which
for review.

step

3:

1.

Pro)ect

Pro]ect

Development

the

individual

the

problem

DTSC

the

and Testing3

designs
and implements
Manager plans,
During
this
in
an expedltlous
manner.

project

or
to

the
time,

development
Project

Manager:
A.

Coordinates
pro]ect
plan and design with
a staff
level
advisor
(designated
by DTSC) from any other
INS technical
offices
which are appropriate
to the problem
or pro]ect
(e.g,
CLE).
Consideration
can be given
to varying
the
technology
if sites
for test
vary.

6.

Develops
refined
and refined
cost

C.

technical
requirements,
such
Prepares
Work,
specifications,
and modiflcatlons
agreements,
maintenance
agreements,

any other
presented
D.

Identifies
could be

task
estimates

plan

and time frame
for prolect.

for

project,

as
Statement
of
to inter-agency
staffing
plans,
and
administrative
paperwork
necessary
which may be
as ProJect
Manager recommendation
to the DTSC.

whether
utilized

and how resources
from other
for development
and testing.

agencies

2.

Prolect
Manager forwards
written
InformatIon
developed
In
substep
1 above
to
members
of the DTSC, and presents
such
lnformatlon
to the DTSC, perhaps
at a meeting.

3.

The DTSC reviews
lnformatlnn
and makes
declslon
regarding
whether
the project
should proceed,
or defines
what Issues
Pro!ect
Manager
must reconcldor
and present
aaaln
to
the
committee.

4.

Aft-r

approval

Work,

speciflcatlons

agency

received
from the DTSC, tne
for bide,
or modiflcatlons
can be sent
out,
If applicable

1s

agreement<

of

Statement

to interIn this

FrOJeCt.

5.

After

approva:

Froceeds

6.

with

Pr@!ect

‘Testing
to
test
aeVeiOp?d.

Manager

1: not
a

received

is
pro)ect

develop:

senarated

developmental

fr3m

the

test

plan

DTSC, Pro]ect

Manaaer

tasks.

a

from
pro]ect
tect~nolog:~~,

early

ln

development,
a

prqtotype

tasks.

since

mJs:

first

This

can

In order
be

-
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of Technologies

be done prior
to the
receipt
of bids or proposalj
from outqldr
I” this
pro)ect
i~.9.,
s? that baselln~
SOUrCE.‘, If apFllcable
data can be collected
wt-lie prototype
1s belno develop4,
thlc
test
plan,
Pro!ect
Manaqer ma)’ use
etc. I When developlna
the assistance
of the Centrai
Offlce
Testlnq
Group for
development
of test
plan and for data analysis
actlvlrle$.
may
specify
the followln9:
The test deslsn

I

I
I

7.

8.

A.

operatlcral

cteoc

B.

amourit

C.

operational

D.

time

E.

potertlal
analysle

and type

in
of

data

measures

frame

for

testin
to

for

testlna

lnterferlnq

analysis

the

process

be collected

concepts,
and repcrt

factors

of

results

in performlna

F.

data

G.

phycical

H.

standards
f lndlnqs

I.

who 1s responsible

J.

who 1s responsible
for monltorlns
t.ow monltorlnq
1s tc oe performed

K.

safeauardc
data

L.

dlsposltlon

M.

SCOPP

test

or

data

techrloues

reauirements

nf

varlatles

for

for

acce=:ablllty
for

to te
of

taken

testlnq

locations

and aenera;izabl!lt::
data

to

of

col!ectl”n

ensure

testlnq

process,

and

validity/reliabi:i:y

of

data

test

Test deeiqn
1s submitted
tc 33;
For approval.
suqqest
chanqes 1” the test
plan.
If chanqes
pian may need to be preFcnt?d
aqalr
tn DTSC.
Mana9er can mak.= changes,
watt, the assistance
Grc~p, and proceed
without
DTSC review.

The CTSC ma)
are scbstantlal,
If not, pro:ect
of Testlnq

Whet- bids or proposal5
are received,
these may be reviewed
Ey
tke DTSC tar fina:
selectlor.:
other
re’:lewer.c
could also b?
:rvolved.
Selection
of contractors
can be bated on fcrmai
pre-determined
crltprla
and efforts
may
DP mad+= to ensure tt.ar
ccntractors
are oual lfl~d
and re: latie.

9.
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1
The DTSC may make recommendations
concerning
the progress
of
including
sugqestlons
for addressing
issues
such
the project,
Based
on
review
of
such
as delays
and contractor
performance.
or other
avallable
information,
the DTSC has
progress
reports,
the option
of dlscontlnulng
project
at any time,
provided
any
At any point
In
contricts
are not vlolated
by
such
action.
time that the DTSC recommends discontinuing
pro)ect,
refer
to
notes for step 2.
10.

At any point
during
pro]ect
development
and testing,
lf DTSC
group consensus
cannot be reached
regarding
an appropriate
or if the Pro)ect
Manager disagrees
strongly
course of action,
the
issue can be raised
to a hlqher
with
the
DTSC declslon,
suet: as to the Management Commlttre.
levei
wlthln
the agency,

11.

During
course of all work or: the pro]ect,
funding
estimates
changes to the design,
by
the
DTSC.
submitted
to and approved

step

4:

Data

analysis
which

Data

1.

Analysis

office
assistance

and Report

Data collected
analys:s
plan

3.

After
writes
on:

are analyzed
in conformity
with
established
in the test design.

testlnq
and data
a prolect
report.
steps

B.

the

C.

Wrltinq

is performed
by
appropriate
members of the
conducted
the research
and testing,
with the
of the Central
Offlce
Testlnq
Group.

2.

A.

all
significant
or timeframe
are

followed
test

are

This

in

deslqn

flndlnqs,

analysis

report

project

development

factors

data

completed,
Pro]ect
Manager
may include
information

and any deviations

lncludlng

the

and testing
from

affecting

such

design

effectiveness

of

item
D.

conflictlnq
of flndlngs

E.

conclusions

results,

regarding
purchas?
4.

the

and possible

threats

5.

Tke report
1s written
DTSC for rev;ew.

ste.K

5:

1.

Tt.e DTSC reviews

L.

Tt,e DTSC
initlatlor.
results,
necpssary
Cl !

t?e:r

speclf,
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of

the

validity

and recommendat
ions
by
Pro)ect
Manager
need for future
testing,
development

It would be appropriate
for lnd:vlduals/offlces
the development
or testlnq
process
to have
review
and
comment
on
the
draft
report.

Review

to

and forwarded

ln

or

involved
an opportunity

a timely

manner

in

to
to

the

Report
tne

pro,ect
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of testing
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Appendix Ill
Ehnwwork
for !Selection of Technologies
at INS

A.

Proceed
pro]act

B.

Proceed
Into productlon
of operational
than developmental
technologyl.

C.

If the
lnitlal
t+len:
1.

2

beyond the
lnltial
with an expanded

development
phase
test or development.

D.

the

technology

(rather

(A),
to proceed
beyond
DTSC recommends option
development
into an expanded test
or development,

This
such

declslon
factors

a.

malntalnablllty

b.

tralnlng

C.

staff/resources

d.

dupllcatlon/compllmentarity
or operational
procedures

e.

geographyiclimate/physlcal

f.

polltlcal/publlc

9.

safety

h.

life

1.

potential

I.

availablllty/potentlal

k.

future

1.

negative

be based

may

on a conslderatlon

of

as:

of

reouirement/complexity

needed

to

use

operate.
to

maintain

other

equipment

locatlon

acceptance

expectancy
effectiveness/advantages

cost

productlo”

This decision
office
input
of prO]PCt.

backlogs
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system

of

Impacts

ca- he based
regarding
the

It would be appropriate
reported
back to the
group which forwarded
review.
A

of

using

solution

on user and/or
program
deslrabillty
of expansion

for this decision
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or
initial
the problem
to the

to

be
working

DTSC for

The process
lr. Steps 3, 4 and 5 cf the procedures
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or developmental
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repeatea
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pro,ect
.

If the DTSC recnmmpndc oprlon
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production
of operational
technology,
then:
1.
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recommendation
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2.

Tnls decision
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DTSC
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Appendix III
Framework for Selection
at INS

Step

of Technologies

Note

for

2

1.

When problem
is first
presented
to DTSC, or at other
polncc
when decision
1s made reoardlng
continuation
of prolect,
DTSC
has the option
of decidinq
that the project
may not be
Criteria
can
be
establlshed
by which to make this
pursued.
and may based on:
decision,
A.

the

priority

assigned

B.

the

avallabillty

of

funding

C.

the

availabilIty

of

resources

D.

perceived

posslblllty

to

of

the

problem
for

the

to

developing

by the

DTSC

project

conduct
viable

prolect
operational

solutlo"
2.

3.

If B above,
the
avallablllty
of fundina,
1s the most
slgniflcant
reason for not pursuing
(or contlnulng
project)
the appropriate
program office
representatives
on
tne
DTSC caravallable
program
funds to assist
with the project
offer
development.
If

the

changes
continue

the
A.

It
to
the

avallability
the

decision,

pro]ect
appropriate

of

funding
offered
by the program offlce
and the DTSC recommends to pursue or
based on this
avallablllty
of fundlng,
then
framework
step (2 or 3) may be followed.

would be appropriate
the initial
working
DTSC for review.

for this decision
to be reported
group which
forwarded
the probier

back

to

/
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Appendix I\

Project Consultants

The methodology used on this project included expert review and comments on our framework, case study findings, and findings regarding the
organization and practices at INS. This appendix contains information on

the experts involved with these reviews.

INS Organization and
Practices

One consultant, Leone1 Castillo, reviewed our findings on the INS organization and practices. Mr. Castillo has been president of the Hispanic
International University in Houston, Texas, since 1983. He also heads
the Immigration Institute at the university and consults for several
groups working on immigration policy. He was the commissioner of INS
from 1977 to 1979.

Framework
Development

Two consultants with considerable knowledge .of or experience with the
technology decisionmaking process provided expert review and comments on our framework. They reviewed our framework twice during its
development for its logic, content, and reasonableness.

Sidney Ross

Dr. Sidney Ross has a Ph.D. in physics and is a registered professional
engineer with 20 years of experience in executive management and the
technical direction of a variety of defense-related research and development programs. He has served as chair and a member of numerous
Department of Defense working. study, and steering groups. He has
expertise in a wide variety of technical areas, including electro-optics
and electromechanical devices, as well as extensive knowledge of the
technology decisionmaking process. Dr. Ross was also involved with our
case study reviews.

Robert K. Iyin

Dr. Robert K. Yin has a Ph.D. in psychology from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and is president of COSMOSCorporation. a
research and technology firm in Washington. D.C. He is also an adjunct
professor in the department of computer science and information systems at -4merican University in MTashington. D.C. His research is focused
on organizational processes. including decisionmaking and innovation.
the use of new technologies, and the implementation of public programs.
He has authored numerous books and articles on the technology development process. organizational process, and case study methods.
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Appendix IV
Project Cm~~ulbnts

Case Studies

Three consultants with various technical experience assisted in drawing
conclusions about the promising and problematic practices identified in
the 10 INS case studies. Besides the two consultants listed below, Dr. Sidney Ross also assisted with this task.

Denzil Pauli

Mr. Denzil Pauli is an independent consultant in engineering, technical
planning and management. He holds bachelor of science and master of
science degrees in electrical communication engineering. His technical
planning and engineering background spans 40 years and includes engineering, physics research, and development and testing experience at
the project, program, consultant and corporate director levels. Recent
technical government reviews in which he has participated include the
interdiction of illegal narcotics and the detection of plastic weapons.

Giovanni (John) Ulibarri

Mr. Giovanni Ulibarri is a security systems engineer employed by
Holmes and Narver in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He holds bachelor of
science degrees in electronics technology and computer engineering. He
has more than 12 years of experience in systems analysis engineering
and the technical development of high-technology electronic systems. He
is currently working with state-of-the-art programs to facilitate the
effective design of security systems for high-security installations.
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Glossary

Apprehension

An INSenforcement function for the safe and effective capture of aliens
crossing the border illegally, using fraudulent documents, or having
malafide intent.

Barrier Project

Physical structures, including new fences and concrete barriers, currently being considered for two border patrol sectors.

Convair 580

An INS-owned aircraft seating 48-56 passengers, operated by and for the
detention and deportation program, used mainly for transporting INS
detainees.

Decision Memorandum
Process

Instituted in 1982 at INS,a system for coordinating, implementing, and
institutionalizing policy decisions and encouraging employee participation in decisions. Decision memos can be prepared at any level in INSon
any matter requiring an executive decision or policy change and are forwarded hierarchically through a standard chain of review for a final
decision by the INScommissioner.

DES Model Radio
Scrambler

A data encryption standard radio scrambler used to provide secure
radio communications for antismuggling undercover operations.

Detention

An INSenforcement function that refers to the short- or long-term incarceration of an alien while being processed or held for deportation or
exclusion hearings.

Developmental

Technology

Fraud Intercept Task

Force

A technology that is being developed or modified, especially for use by
INS.
A task force, including equipment, such as microscopes and 35-n-u-ncameras, used by inspections staff at some ports of entry to assist in the
detection of fraudulent documents.
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Image Enhancement
Vehicle

Four-wheel-drive vehicle with mast-extended imaging device being
developed for the border patrol to assist in the detection of illegal
entrants into the United States.

Low-Light-Level
Television

Surveillance system used by the border patrol to aid in the detection of
illegal entrants into the United States.

hlicrospectrophotometer

Designed for advanced forensic analysis of suspect documents; one unit
is currently owned by the forensic document laboratory and another is
being considered for purchase by a regional INSunit.

?;o-Year Funds

Money that remains available for obligations (orders placed, contracts
awarded, services received) for an indefinite time, usually until the
objectives for which the authority was made available are attained.

Off-The-Shelf Technology

A technology that can be bought commercially for use by INS,without
major modifications or further development.

Optimization Profile

Software being developed for detention and deportation to assist in
determining the most cost-effective placement of INS detainees.

Problematic Practice

A particular aspect of the performance of a framework step so far from
conformity with our framework that it should be corrected or eliminated
from INS decisionmaking practices.

Priority Management
System

A formal system instituted in 1983 by INS as a way of establishing its
annual priorities and objectives. Field and program management officials are asked for input on priorities. Once approved by the INS commissioner, the programs develop strategies for achieving priorities.
Quarterly meetings report on the status in achieving objectives.

Promising Practice

A particular aspect of the performance of a framework step so well
matched to the criteria in our framework that it could be performed
more routinely or generally at INS;.
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Glossary

Stun Gun

A nonlethal electronic weapon being considered for use at
officers’ safety in the presence of violent aliens.

Survival Gear

Winter survival gear items, such as parkas and heat packets, being used
or considered for use specifically by the Havre, Montana, border patrol.

Technology

Any equipment that can be used to facilitate the performance of INS’S
enforcement activities, excluding computer hardware and munitions.
Includes both off-the-shelf and developmental technologies.

(97.121”)
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